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SUMMARY
An experimental program has been conducted to determine the aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics of a 0.836 meter [32.9 inch] diameter two-stage fan. Designated as the
NASA Quiet Two-Stage (Q2S) Fan, this design was an outgrowth of an earlier NASA-
sponsored study to define an optimum powerplant for long range advanced technology
transport (ATT) aircraft with a cruise Mach number between 0.85 and 0.9. The resulting
engine, called STF 433, had a bypass ratio of 6.5 and employed a two-stage fan with an
overall pressure ratio of about 1.9 and a design tip speed of 365.8 m/sec [ 1200 ft/secl . In
this study, it was predicted that the basic unsuppressed engine installation noise character-
istics would meet FAR Part 36 limits. A noise level of 20 EPNdB below FAR 36 limits was
predicted with advanced technology inlet and discharge duct acoustic suppression and use
of special aircraft noise-abatement flight operations. A major objective of the program
reported here was to verify predicted Iow noise levels for a two-stage fan design using acoustic
design techniques developed for single stage fans.
The baseline 0.836 meter [32.9 inch] diameter Q2S fan tested under this program was
geometrically similar to the STF 433 engine fan design. It incorporated a unique combina-
tion of several noise-control design features. These included: selection of a low tip speed
and moderate stage pressure rise, large blade vane axial spacings, and absence of inlet guide
vanes. Numbers of blades and vanes were selected to provide cutoff of fundamental rotor
blade frequencies. The baseline configuration incorporated acoustical treatment in the
interstage cases. This treatment consisted of perforated facings and honeycomb backing
spaces. For acoustic tests, the baseline configuration was equipped with a standard hardwall
flight type inlet plus bellmouth, and hardwali fan discharge ducts.
A suppressed configuration was designed to minimize perceived noise of the Q2S test fan.
inlet-radiated noise suppression was provided by a translating centerbody sonic inlet device
that contained some acoustic treatment. The suppression of aft-radiated noise was provided
by means of an extensively treated fan discharge duct incorporating a treated circumferential
splitter. This report concerns the acoustic program and also contains a brief survey .of the
aerodynamic performance characteristics for reference. A companion report deals with the
aerodynamic program in detail:
Results of the Q2S fan acoustic tests were scaled to represent several full-scale engine fan
sizes. This procedure makes it convenient to compare the acoustic characteristics of the
Q2S fan design with FAR 36 limits for the ATT aircraft, and with current engine fans.
Calculations of flyover noise levels were made for an advanced technology transport (ATT)
aircraft using three unsuppressed engines designated STF 433. These engines used Q2S fans
scaled to a tip diameter of 1.82 meters [71.6 inches] With hardwall baseline inlet and fan
exit ducts, the. calculated sideline noise for this aircraft was 5.5 . EPNdB below FAR 36
limits; approach noise was 0.3 EPNdB above FAR 36 limits ,  cutback was 3.0 EPNdB below
limits and takeoff was 1.7 EPNdB below limits. These results confirm the prediction that
FAR 36 limits would be met with the baseline STF 433 fan.
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iFlyover noise was also calculated for the ATT aircraft using engines equipped with sonic
inlets and fan exit duct treatment. Because the Q2S exit duct treatments were designed to
minimize perceived noise in rig scale and also because the measured performance deviated
significantly from current experience, predicted aft noise attenuations were used for these
flyover studies. The result's of these calculations showed the fully suppressed ATT aircraft
sideline noise to be 12 EPNdB below FAR 36 limits. Approach, cutback, and takeoff
were 8.2, 9.2, and 8.3 EPNdJ3 below limits respectively.
It was estimated that an additional 3.5 EPNdB reduction in noise could be achieved at
approach thrust conditions if an improved sonic inlet could be designed to provide choking
without separation at lower fan speeds. Achievement of 1985 goals of FAR 36 minus
20 EPNdB with advanced noise abatement flight operations will require improvement in
exit duct noise suppression technology.
The sonic inlet tested on the Q2S fan effectively suppressed fan inlet noise when operating
at choked flow with the centerbody in either the approach or takeoff positions. Adverse
effects of the sonic inlet on fan efficiency and stall margin were small, and stable fan
operation and speed control were achieved even at speeds 150 rpm above that required for
full choking. At common fan speeds use of the sonic inlet had no measurable effect on aft
radiated noise. However, in the approach position, higher than normal fan speed was re-
quired to choke the inlet, and this speed increase expectedly increased aft fan noise. A
redesigned sonic inlet providing choking without separation at normal approach speed
would presumably correct this characteristic.
Measured suppression characteristics of the aft duct lining designed to reduce perceived
noise of the Q25 test fan did not meet requirements. Peak attenuations were less than
calculated, the frequency where peak attenuation occurred was too high, and the bandwidth
of absorption was narrower than expected. No explanation was found for these deviations
from predicted performance, which was based on previous duct liner experience.
Static noise comparisons of the basic Q2S fan were made with the two-stage hardwall JTBD
and JT3D fans. Acoustic data of the baseline Q2S fan (no inlet or discharge duct treatment)
were stated to a fan diameter the same as that for JTBD two-stage fan. Comparison of
tone corrected noise levels at common fan thrust showed the Q2S fan to be 8.5 EPNdB
quieter than the JTBD at approach conditions and 9.5 PNdB quieter at takeoff. A similar
comparison for equivalent fan sizes showed the Q2S fan to be quieter than the JT3D two-
stage fan by 9.5 PNdB at approach and 13.5 PNdB at common takeoff thrusts.
The results of this program confirmed the predicted potential of the basic Q2S fan: design
concept. Normal development efforts can reasonably be expected to produce further
source noise reductions. Of the two suppression devices tested, the sonic inlet effectively
blocked inlet noise and its effectiveness could be improved by design modifications to allow
choking at lower fan speeds. Aft noise suppression, provided by sound absorbing discharge
duct treatment was not satisfactory for unresolved reasons. Furthermore, ATT flyover
noise calculations using values of duct suppression consistent with current experience, indi-
cate the need for significantly improving duct lining technology to meet FAR 36 minus
20 EPNdB noise goals.
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INTRODUCTION
An earlier study conducted by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in 1972 for the NASA-Lewis Re-
search Center (ref. 1) had defined the optimum propulsion system characteristics for a
long range, advanced technology transport (ATT) aircraft with a cruise Mach number be-
tween 0.85 and 0.9. Tae optimum basic engine (STF 433), projected for use in 1985, had
a bypass ratio of 6.5 and employed a 1.82 meter [71.65 in.] . diameter two-stage fan with
an overall pressure ratio of about 1.9 and a design tip speed of 365.8 mfsec [1200 ft/sec].
This two-stage fan incorporated a novel combination of design features specifically for
minimizing fan noise. These features included: moderate pressure rise per stage, moderate
tip speed, large blade-vane axial spacing, selection of optimum numbers of blades and vanes,
and the absence of inlet guide vanes. The STF 433 engine which incorporated this fan was
predicted to meet FAR Part 36 noise regulations without the need for additional noise-
reduction features. It was further predicted that by employing 1985 technology sound
absorbing liners in the ATT aircraft install'ation, noise levels of FAR 36 minus 15 EPNdB
could be achieved and that these levels could be further reduced to FAR 36 minus 20 EPNdB
by employing special noise-abatement flight maneuvers.
TJnder NASA Lewis Contract NAS3-16811, P &WA designed, fabricated, and tested the
0.836 meter [32.9 inch] diameter, scale-model Q2S (quiet two-stage) fan. The general ob-
jective of the program was to develop and demonstrate the aerodynamic and acoustic
performance characteristics required to meet these stringent goals..
The basic fan, in addition to incorporating all the noise reduction features specified above,
was designed to permit the stator vane angles to be reset on the test stand. Provisions were
also made to allow blade-vane spacing changes; however, this feature was not utilized. The
interstage casing surfaces of the fan employed perforated facing (i.e., honeycomb backing
sound-absorbing liners) for additional suppression. In addition to the baseline fan, inlet and
aft noise reduction devices were designed and evaluated. For suppression of inlet-
radiated noise, a translating centerbody sonic inlet device was provided. For suppression
of fan discharge noise, a treated discharge duct, including a circumferential splitter, was
fabricated.. Details of the aerodynamic, acoustic, and structural design of this fan are gkren
in reference 2.
Aerodynamic and acoustic tests were conducted on a special outdoor fan test rig.  Four
test configurations were evaluated during the acoustic portion of the program.. This report
presents the essential acoustic results of the baseline Q2S fan, acid compares scaled versions
of this design with two current two-stage engine fans and with the original predictions for the
STF 433 .
 engine fan. The inlet and discharge duct suppression devices are evaluated, and.
noise projections are made for a suppressed STF 433 fan installation incorporating these
devices. For convenience, a summary of the aerodynamic results has also been included.
A frill account of the fan aerodynamic performance is available in the aerodynamic final
report (ref. 3), and detailed acoustic data is presented in the acoustic. data report (ref. 4).
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
PAN AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
The.design of the Q2S fan (Figure 1) was influenced by both acoustic and aerodynamic
considerations. Features to'reduce noise included low tip speeds, moderate blade loadings,
proper relationships between numbers of blades and vanes, and axial spacings of two aero-
dynamic chord lengths between blade rows. Because of the low tip speeds and moderate
loadings, two stages were required to provide the desired pressure ratio. A summary of the
general design parameters is provided in Table I.
TABLE I -- GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
Corrected Speed N&IF	 = 8367 rpm
Corrected Blow wViq/S 	 = 96.39 kg/sec [212.5 Ibm/sec]
Specific Flow W/O—/8/A	 = 209.2 kg/sec m2 [42.851bm /sec ft2]
Tip Diameter	 0.836 meters [32.90 inches]
Hub Tip Ratio	 = 0.4
Tip Speed
	
365.8 m/sec [1200 ft/sec]
Pressure Ratio . 	 Adiabatic Efficiency (%).
Local	 Cumulative	 local	 Cumulative
Rotor 1	 1.485
	
1.485.	 89.5	 89.5
.	 Stator 1	 0.984
	
1.461	 -	 85.6
i	 Rotor 2
	
1.317	 1.924	 90.9	 87.3
E
Stator 2 .	0.987
	 1.898	 85.3
The fan was designed with a constant tip diameter to allow the entire flowpath convergence
to be taken on the hub, thus preventing excessive hub loadings and reducing the large
past-axial turnings inherent ina low speed, low hub-tip ratio rotor. The 1st stage, rotor was
designed to turn the flow approximately 30 degrees past-axial at the hub, and the 2nd stage
rotor was designed for no past-axial turning. The fan exit flow (2nd stage stator exit) was
axial and had an exit design Mach number of about 0.45. Design velocity, vectors, overall
performance parameters, and additional details are provided in the design report (ref. 2).
A summary of rotor and stator blading parameters is given in Table H. Because of the Iarger
number of vanes relative to blades, the aspect ratios and solidifies of the stators are higher
than .these for the rotors. Hub chord lengths were determined primarily by mechanical
considerations, and tip chords were determined by the desired solidity levels: Airfoil series
were selected for low loss at design Mach numbers.
4
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MTABLE it — ELADE AND VANE GEOMETRY PARAMETERS
Rotor 1	 Stator 1	 Rotor 2	 Stator 2
Number of Airfoils 	 28	 62	 35	 76
Airfoil Series
	
MCA	 MCA	 MCA	 65/CA
Aspect Ratio
	 2.75	 5.03	 2.54	 3.89
Aspect Ratio2	 .19	 3.81	 2.21	 3.73
Taper Ratio 3	1.232	 1.099	 1.028	 0.9709
Hub Chord - meter[inchl 0.087 [3.530] 	 0.0513 [2.020]	 0.859 [3.38201	 0.04-89 [1.9301
Tip Chord-meter [inchlz 0.1105 [4.3501	 0.0564 [2.2201	 0.883 13.4761 .	0.0475. [1.870]
Tip Solidity	 1.18
	
133	 1.18	 138
Hub Solidity	 2.28
	
2.50	 2.14	 2.46
1) Average length/axially projected hub chord
2) Average length/chord at tip
3) Tip chord/hub chord
ACOUSTiC DESIGN
	 -
The basic design of the Q2S fan included a unique combination of proven noise-control
features. A two-stage fan was selected to permit use of a moderate tip speed and a moderate
rise in stage pressure. The fan was designed without inlet guide vanes to eliminate the inter-
action of rotor blades with inlet-guide-vane wakes, a noise source. The numbers of rotor
blades and stator vanes in each stage were selected to provide "cut-off' of rotor-stator inter-
action noise at the fundamental blade-passage frequencies. To further minimize noise,
axial spacings of two aerodynamic chords were used between rotor and stator stages.
Acoustic theory specifies that for subsonic rotor tip speeds if the . number of stator vanes, s,
is greater than twice the number of rotor blades, r, interaction noise at blade-passing fre-
quency will decay within the fan cases and inlet and exit ducts. The number of airfoils in
each rotor and stator are given in Table IL The numbers listed satisfy the relation. s = 2r + 6
for adjacent blade row combinations except for the . 1st stage-stator/ 2nd-stage-rotor which,
because of mechanical and aerodynamic constraints limiting the number of 1st stage stator
vanes,. satisfies the relation s = 2R - 8. As a further refinement, the ratio of blades in the two
rotor stages was selected so that harmonics of blade-passage frequencies would not produce
dissonant chord combinations. i
a
Even with incorporation of these noise-control features, additional inlet and fan discharge
duct suppression was required to approach the stringent FAR 36 - 20 `EPNdB noise goal. A
description of the design features of these suppression devises follows.
FAN INLET DESIGN
Two inlet configurations were designed for this program. a standard inlet (the baseline
configuration) and a sonic inlet with an axial translating celiterliody for acoustic suppres- . .
lion. Details of both inlets are given in the design report (ref. 2).
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Standard Inlet
The standard inlet was designed to provide a one-dimensional throat Mach number of 0.58
at the cruise operating condition. The inlet length to fan tip diameter ratio was 1.03, and
the overall contraction ratio (Ahighlight/`throat) was 1.55• The highlight is defined as the
most forward point on the inlet cowling, and is shown in Figure 2.
Sonic Inlet
The sonic inlet provided a means of controlling area to achieve throat Mach numbers that
would provide significant noise suppression over a range of fan operating conditions.
Selection and design of the sonic inlet was based on considerations of aerodynamic, struc-
tural, and fan performance compatibility. The only acoustic design requirement was that
flow distrurbances produced by the sonic inlet construction be minimized so that aft-
radiated noise resulting from fan-inflow disturbance interactions would be as low as possibie.
A translating centerbody was selected as the most practical compromise among acoustic,
aerodynamic, and mechanical design criteria. The centerbody could be located in three
axial positions representing the ATT engine (STF 433 engine, ref. 1) conditions of cruise
(design), takeoff, and approach with the latter two positions having capability of providing 	 I
sonic inlet Mach numbers.	 i
The sonic inlet was designed to avoid excessive boundary layer growth and flow separation.
Since the fan aerodynamic. design was essentially complete when the sonic inlet aerodynamic
design was initiated, the inlet design had to be compromised to retain the fan root flow
angle associated with the conventional spinner. This resulted in an overall inlet length of
about 1.2 meters [47.5 in.] for an inlet length to fan tip diameter ratio (L/D) of approxi
mately 1.45. This is somewhat larger than 1.0 which is the maximum ratio judged practical 	 '.
for flight application. An L/D ratio of 1.0 would have been possible had it not been
necessary to diffuse the inlet flow to a rather high area to retain the fan root platform con-
tour. To minimize the sonic inlet L/D for tlus design, the inlet nozzle was designed to choke
at 80 percent of design correct_ ed flow. This corresponded to at1 approach corrected fan
speed of 75 percent of design. Attainment of approach tluust at this high flow required a
variable duct nozzle. Approach thrust with a fixed nozzle would have been obtained at 53
percent of corrected fan design speed. For evaluation of acoustic performance of the sub-
ject fan, 53 percent corrected fan speed was defined as standard approach fan speed. Since
the sonic inlet was to be tested at static conditions only, an attempt was made to reproduce
the accelerations on the inlet surface which would be encountered 4t aircraft approach
j	 flight conditions. This was done by generating a 2.5:1 elliptical shape from the throat to
approximately the inlet highlight station and blending this contour to a circular are by
making. them :tangent, and continuing the circular arc to complete the inlet contour. The...
overall contraction ratio (Ahi.ghlight /Athroat ) of this configuration was equal to 1.45. The
sonic inlet in the approach, takeoff, and cruise configurations is shown in Figure 2. Posi-
tioning of the centerbody was accomplished by means of axial spacers.
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An inlet operating with a completely choked throat does not transmit sound upstream. In
a rig or engine, the sound attenuation increases as throat Mach number increases toward 1.0.
At full choke the amount of attenuation that can be measured is not a function of design,
but depends on flanking paths and background noise levels. Because inlet pressure loss and
fan performance degradation increase as the inlet approaches a fully choked condition, it
may be desirable to operate the inlet at a throat Mach number less than 1.0. Therefore, a
limited amount of acoustic treatment was incorporated in the sonic inlet design for the pur-
pose of providing additional suppression at part-choke operating conditions.
ACOUSTIC TREATMENT DESIGN i
Sound-absorbing treatment devices were incorporated in the sonic inlet, the fan interstage	 a
cases, and in the suppressed version of the fan discharge ducts. Treatments were designed 	 !
to provide maximum annoyance (PNLT) suppression in the 0.836 meter [32.9 in.] diameter
fan rig rather than. to be a model of a full size engine fan treatment.. Details of the acoustic
treatment designs are given in reference 2.
i
Treatment selection procedures required estimates of the source noise spectra. For this pur-	 i
pose one-third octave band spectra for an existing two-stage fan engine, the JT3D. were used
as a starting point. At a fan rig tip speed corresponding to a desired operating condition (e.g.,
approach), JT3D data were selected and scaled up in frequency by the ratio of engine-to-rig
diameters. The resulting spectra were corrected in level for changtas in size, blade-vane spac-
mg, and pressure ratio, as described in detail in reference 2. The dominant annoyance fre-
quency range was next determined by transforming the estimated source noise spectra into
subjective "Noy" values. By truncating these spectra to various Noy levels and integrating,
target attenuation spectra were obtained corresponding to levels of PNdB suppression. Fin-
ally from extensive design information available^treFAl merit parameters were selected to pro-
vide the required suppression.
Sonic. Inlet Acoustic Treatment
A limited amount of treatment was applied to the walls of the sonic inlet to provide im-
proved attenuation of forward-radiated noise during operation with the sonic inlet not at
full choke. The inlet treatment was designed to be mainly effective in absorbing the upstrear
traveling waves (i.e., treatment was tuned to attenuate waves propagating forward from with-
in the fan). Treatment was restricted to axial locations where the calculated wall Mach num-
bers did not exceed 0.7 at any of the operating points. Flow separation from the wall could
have occurred because of surface roughness in a region of flow diffusion if the treatment had
been extended to regions of higher Mach number. With the translating centerbody in the
forward (i.e., approach) position, the lengths of treatment exposed were approximately 0.452
meters [19 in.] on the inner wail and 0.599 meters [22 in.] on the outer wall to provide a
treatment length to passage height ratio of about 1.6. Retraction of the centerbody covered
the treatment on the inner wall and reduced the ratio by about one-half. Backing depth
was 0.00635 meters: [0.25 in.] . and design facing sheet. percent open area was six percent.
Both. for the inner and outer wall treatments. These values were chosen to tune the inlet
treatment to the center of the inlet attenuation target spectrum.
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lnterstage and Exit Duct Acoustic Treatment
The interstage region treatment was selected to attenuate the lowest blade-passing-frequency
(28E) at approach. The exit duct treatments, including treatment on the inner and outer
walls and on both sides of the single splitter, were tuned for the center of the target, about
3200 Hz. On the basis of empirical data, including curves of tuning versus backing depth
and PNL reduction versus treatment-length-to-duct lieiglit ratio, this single-splitter design
was found to be superior to no sputter and two-splitter designs. By selecting deeper backing
depths for the duct wall treatment and shallower depths for the splitter, a relatively thin
0.016 meters [ 0.62 in.] splitter was possible and a minimum blockage achievable. At the
same time, the attenuation spectrum, compared . to a spectrum for the sputter and wall treat-
ment tuned to the same frequency, could be broadened to cover the attenuation target. The
facing sheet values were chosen for an optimum combination of bandwidth and peak attenu-
ation rather than for peak attenuation alone.
Preliminary estimates of required treatment area were made by reference to guideline curves
of PNdB reduction as a function of treatment-length-to-passage lieight ratio (L/H). For the
exit duct, the axial length of about 1.016 meters [40 in.] available for treatment and a pas-
sage height of 0.178 meters [7 in.] would result in.an L/H ratio of about 12 with one sputter.
The cross-sectional blockage of the splitter reduced the passage height and this was taken in-
to account. Tuning curves that relate treatment backing depth to frequency of peak attenu-
ation were used for initial selection of backing depths. A succession of iterations was then
performed in which attenuation spectra were calculated by means of an analytical solution
of the wave equation for the principal mode in the duct for incremented values of backing
depths and facing sheet resistances until an optimum coverage of the attenuation target was
found. A summary of the acoustic treatment design parameters is given in Figure 3.
TEST FACILITY
The Q2S fan was tested on a special outdoor noise facility, X-308  stand. The aerodynamic
and acoustic tests were performed separately. For the aerodynamic tests an inlet plenum
chamber was.employed. The acoustic testing was conducted without the inlet plenum and
with all aerodynamic probes removed or retracted.
The Q2S fan was driven by a free-turbine through a 3 to 5 step-up gear. Hot gas for the
}	 drive.turbine was supplied by a 7T3C6 gas generator. Since the gas generator supplied more
hot gas than the free-turbine could accept, the excess was dumped overboard through a si-
lencer. The gas generator was housed in an acoustically treated enclosure with an inlet silen-
cer; acoustically treated walls were provided between the drive system ducts and the fan
noise measurement microphone array to minimize drive system. noise contamination of the
fan noise data.
The X 308 test Stand is located in a remote, wooded site at Bradley International .Airport.
This site was chosen for its low ambient noise level and to avoid community noise problems.
Figure 4 shows aerial views of the site from four points of the compass.
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The noise field between the fan noise rig and the farfield acoustic measuring stations was
covered with carefully graded crushed stone. The crushed stone surface provided a surface
with low, repeatable reflectivity. It also provides good drainage to keep puddles from rain
or melted snow from changing the reflectivity of the surface.
The gas generator and rig controls were all automatic. The rig speed, once set by the rig
operator, was maintained within x-10 rpm by the electronic control on the gas generator with
feedback from the free-turbine speed pickup. All critical gas generator and rig functions
were monitored automatically. If critical limits were exceeded, the rig was shut down.
A pressure differential type surge detection system was provided for the rig. This system
was coupled to the rig variable-area nozzle and opened.the nozzle in the advent of a rig stall.
The rig nozzle was controlled by the rig operator. This allowed complete mapping.of the
fan speed lines and taking data along fixed nozzle area operating lines.
The facility incorporated several systems of ducts and faired .
 wall sections to provide smooth
fan discharge stream flow on the side of the rig. facing the microphone array. Another essen
tial function of these wall sections was to shield the microphones from drive system aerody-
namic and internal noise.
The test facility is diagrammed in detail in Figure 5a which shows some of the above-men-
tioned wall configurations. For tests to evaluate the potential of the Q2S fan sonic inlet
suppression device, the facility was equipped with a special aft acoustic wall which shielded
the forward farfield microphones from fan discharge noise. This removable facility acoustic
shield is shown in Figure 5b.
Three views of the normal Q2S fan installation in X-308 stand are presented in Figure .6.
Figure 7 shows the facility converted for the special sonic inlet tests by the addition of the
aft acoustic shield. This shield was mounted on a wheeled structure to expedite emplace-
ment and removal. The structure also mounted an overhang to deflect facility noise behind
A.ddthe normal wall system. A itronal seating barriers were installed; as own, to secure the
best possible shielding of the forward microphones from all noise sources except the test fan
inlet. Aft noise measurements had no significance in this special test arrangement.
ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTATION
1~arfield Microphones
Fan farfield noise measurements were made using B&K model 4134, 0.013 meter 10.5 in.]
diameter microphones mounted on Altec Model 165A cathode follower bases. Power was
supplied to each unit from a P&WA microphone power supply that provided polarizing volt-
age and heater current. These microphones were mounted on .poles on a 45.7 meter [150 ft.]
radius as shown on Figure S. The array of microphones covered a 170 degree are starting at
the forward rig centerline, as shown in Figure 9. The microphones were mounted at a height
of 7 meters [23 ft.] . This microphone height in conjunction with the rig centerline height
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of 3 meters [ 10 ft.] gave a "ground dip" frequency of approximately 200 Hz which was be-
low the range of interest. The microphones were oriented on the ends of the poles so as to
receive radiated noise at approximately grazing incidence and to minimize ground reflections
at frequencies above 400 Hz. The microphone system provided relatively flat frequency
response characteristics from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with a dynamic range in excess of 100 dB.
based on the upper useful limit of the microphones of 160 dB.
Nearfield Microphone
For tests with the sonic inlet, a microphone was positioned at rig centerline height at a dis-
tance of approximately 4.5 meters [ 15 ft.] from the inlet and at an angle of 45 degrees from
the inlet centerline, as shown in Figure 9. This. microphone was used to indicate when full
choke of the inlet had been reached and to provide additional data on performance of the
sonic inlet,
inlet and Fan Duct Flush-Mounted Microphones
In addition to the far field noise measurements, rig internal noise measurements were ob-
tained in the inlet and fan discharge ducts. These measurements were made with flush-
mounted, Kulite model XCQL-25S, high-response pressure transducers which were excited
by P&WA signal amplifiers. Each transducer provided a useable sound pressure level range
of from 110 dB to 199 dB with a resonance frequency in excess of 125 kHz, which was
greater than five times the highest frequency of interest.
Sound Recording System
The sound recording system was composed of: 1) microphones and high response transdu-
cers and their complements, 2) underground cables connecting the microphones to the re»
cording console, and 3) the recording console which was located in the control room and
contained power supplies, signal conditioners, calibration equipment, a narrow band plotter,
a 14-channel analog magnetic tape recorder, switching facilities, and on-line data reduction
equipment, Figures 10 and 11 show the functional layout. System response calibration sig-
nals
.
 were provided by means of a local oscillator and random noise generator. Gain settings
were established on each channel at the preamplifier and were used to obtain optimum signal-
to-noise recordings. The gain settings were noted on the recorder log sheets and announced'
on the tape voice channel. "Microphones from the farfleld array were recorded simultaneously
in groups of ten.
i
Instrumentation Calibration
The mucrophones were calibrated in the laboratory on the system shown in Figure 12. A
variable frequency, electrostatic actuator was used to obtain the microphone open-circuit
sensitivity and frequency response. The calibration data were processed by a computer pro
gram which provided a printout of one-third octave band corrections.
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For field calibrations of the microphones, a. B&K Type 4220 Pistonphone was used. Imme-
diately prior to and after each series of fan test recordings, an acoustic calibration was per-
formed by applying the B&K Pistonphone to each microphone, providing a known sinusoidal
sound-pressure-level to the diaphragm for establishing an acoustic reference level. This Piston-
phone had been calibrated in the laboratory by applying its output to a WE- 640AA reference
microphone which bore a current calibration certificate from the National Bureau of Stand-
ards.
In addition, broadband random electronic signals were inserted into  each channel of each
magnetic tape used during testing at the point of microphone extension cable output to de-
termine system frequency response for each data channel. The frequency response of the
installed cathode followers and microphone. extension cables from the farfield array to the
recording console was obtained prior to the start of the program by a point to point sine
wave insertion covering the range of measurement (45 Hz to 22 kHz.)
Results of the above calibrations were incorporated into the data reduction sequence to pro-
vide correction factors which were applied to the data such that the results represent the.
sound pressure level existing at the pointy before the introduction of the microphone. By
virtue of these calibrations, the accuracy of the resultant data was determined to be within
the x-1:0 dB tolerance specified in International Electrochemical Commission (MC) Publica-
tion 179.
TEST PROCEDURE
After completion of shakedown and aerodynamic performance runs all instrumentation
probes were removed or retracted from the flow passages to eliminate these possible sources
of irrelevant noise. Farfield and flush-mounted internal microphone data were recorded in
separate runs because of recording channel capacity limitations. Atmospheric conditions
were monitored continuously during the acoustic tests. No tests were made if wind velocity
was over 14.5 kilometers per hour (9 miles per hour], if there was ice or snow.on the ground
around the test site, or if it was raining  or snowing.
The fan discharge duct terminated in a remotely controllable, variable area nozzle (shown in
Figure 1). By setting the area to control room gage indication, speed runs were made corres-
ponding to wide-open nozzle area, a low operating line setting, and a nominal higher pressure
operating line nozzle setting. A range from 40 percent to 100 percent of design speed was
covered on . the wide-open line; ranges from approach to cruise speed were run on the other
operating lines. Selected fan operating nozzle points were set by adjusting fan duct exit noz-
zle area and fan rotative speeds.
After setting a new point, acoustic data were taken only when rig performance had stabilized.
Recordings were made for a period of one minute. Online monitoring of waveform and spec-
tral analysis was performed for selected microphones to obtain immediate sample acoustic
characteristics. Experienced personnel listened to farfield noise at essentially every data point
to form psychoacoustic impressions of the QZS fan noise characteristics:
1.1
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DATA REDUCTION
Sound Data Reduction System
A schematic of the one-third octave band analysis system is shown in Figure 10. The re-
corded noise was spectrally analyzed using a set of 27 one-third octave band filters having
geometric mean frequencies extending from 50 Hz to 20 kHz. These filters complied with
the filter characteristics recommended in IL Publication 225. The system was set up to
provide a readout of one-third octave levels for each microphone, time averaged over a mini-
mum time period of 42 seconds for each operating condition. Following this analysis, the
data were stored on a digital magnetic tape for input to the computer.
Narrowband (32 Hz bandwidth) analyses were performed on a Federal Scientific High Speed
System. This system provided for wide-range, high-speed digitization of the narrowband ana-
Iysis of analog data. Resultant spectra were stored and averaed in a local memory before
being plotted as narrowband spectrum plots. A seven second real-time average was provided
by the local memory.
Sound Data Reduction Procedure
Measured 45.7 meter [ 1.50 ft.] radius, one-third octave band levels were processed by com-
puter and presented in either tabular form or as plotted curves. After the necessary instru-
mentation corrections (system frequency response, microphone and cable response, and gain
adjustments) were applied, one-third octave sound-pressure-levels "as measured" at the 45.7
meter [ 150 ft.] radius were obtained. The computer program then applied corrections to
normalize the data to I5°C [59°F] and 70 percent relative humidity using the corrections
defined in FAR 36 and corrected results were printed out as illustrated in Figure 13. Extrap-
olation of 95.7 meter [ 150 ft.] radius corrected data to 61, 112.8 and 243.8 meter [200,
370, and 1000 ft. ] sideline distances was then aclueved by applying inverse square attenuation
and 15°C [59°F] , 70 percent relative humidity atmospheric attenuation. For all cases the
printout sheets showed the overall sound pressure level, perceived noise level, and tone cor-
rected perceived noise levels for each microphone. Also shown were maximum (dB at peak
angle) SPL, PNL, and PNLT. Figure 14 shows a typical printout sheet of extrapolated side-
line data.
Special Data Reduction Procedures
Two special procedures were applied to the reduced data: one to remove externally genera-
ted low frequency broadband noise, and the other to remove occasional spurious discrete
frequency tones originating in the facility drive system components.
The .emoval of extraneous low-frequency noise was based on extensive full-scale engine
data, comparison of previous fan data from X-308  stand, and published fan spectra for fan
rigs in which the fan discharge air had. a cleaner flow environment. The vertical fan discharge
flow splitter in X-308  stand was used to shield the microphones from aerodynamic noises
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produced behind the splitter by the passage of fan and drive turbine discharge streams over
necessary structural support elements. Fan jet mixing and scrubbing noise from this splitter
radiated to the microphones, and noises generated behind the splitter were only partially pre-
vented from affecting the microphone array.
Based on examination of a variety of relevant fan noise data, the low-frequency adjustment
procedure (in use by P&WA for some time) was as follows: The one-third octave band con-
taining the lowest blade-passage frequency tone (28E) was identified. For the band located
two one-third octaves below this blade frequency band, the SPL was noted. Then a linear
function with a slope of one dB per third octave band was passed through the noted .
 SPL
point. The resulting spectrum was consequently linear up to and including the band that
was two third octave bands below blade-passage frequency, after which it followed the data.
This adjustment procedure was performed automatically by computer processing for all the
Q2S fan farfield data.
The second procedure used in arriving at "adjusted" spectra involved removal of occasional
discrete tones not originating in the Q2S fan. "Buzz-saw" noise was not a problem because
it was not present due to Iow fan tip speeds and because attention was restricted primarily
to low percent speed points. Great care was exercised to avoid removal of certain tones that
were not harmonics of either rotor blade frequency but were known to exist in multistage
machines. It can be shown (ref. 5) that tones that are a linear integer combination of the
harmonics of each rotor blade frequency are generated in a two-stage fan. Not all such tones
are capable of propagation, and the levels of the propagating ones depend on complicated
factors. To insure against the inadvertent removal of such tones, selected narrowband spec-
tra were obtained from the recorded data at conditions and angles of primary interest. Every
tone present. in the spectra was then examined to determine if it could be assigned to this
linear combination tone class. The criterion turned out to be simply that such tones must
be integer multiples of the difference frequency of the rotor blading (multiples of 35.28=7
times shaft rotation frequency).
When an extraneous tone of significant level was found which did not satisfy the above cri-
terion, it was noted. Then a hand calculation was made to determine the one-third octave
band level correction needed to remove the energy associated with the presence of the tone
in that one-third octave band. Special input correction data cards were supplied to computer
runs, where needed, to arrive at adjusted spectra prior to ,the scaling and perceived noise
computer programs.
All farfield data presented in this report have been adjusted for low frequency corrections,
but removal of extraneous tones was restricted to low speed operation and configurations
and microphone locations where such tones might affect peak PNLT values. These data are
called "adjusted" data; however, because these data represent the Q2S fan characteristics
better than "raw" data, the qualifying term "adjusted" is usually omitted. It will be seen.in
the section on results that the differences in tone-corrected perceived noise levels (PNL.T)
between adjusted and unadjusted data were generally less than one PNdB.
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Power Level Calculafiivns
Further calculations were made to determine the acoustic power radiation characteristics of
the Q2S fan. For this purpose, the special reduction procedures for low-frequency and dis-
crete tone corrections described above were not involved. Furthermore, the 45.7 meter
[150 ft.] microphone data were corrected to "theoretical day" conditions, which involved
using zero air attenuation instead of "standard day" air attenuation values. After the cor-
responding 45.7 meter [ 150 ft.] theoretical day levels were obtained, the computer program
performed a spatial integration resulting in printout of the acoustic power levels for each fre-
quency band and overall acoustic power levels for the forward (0 to 90 deg.), aft (90 to 180
deg.) and total spatial radial (0 to 180 deg.). Power level data are presented in the acoustic
data report (ref. 4) and are not presented lierein,
Data Scaling Procedure
A follow-on computer program was used to scale adjusted Q2S fan data to JT813, JT3D, and
STF 433 fan sizes and provide extrapolated PNL, PNLT, OASPL, and dB(A) data at 45.7,
61, 112.8, and 304.8 meters 1150, 200, 370, and 1000 ft.] sideline distances with a printout
format, as illustrated in Figure 15.
AERODYNAW.` PERFORMANCE
In addition to determining the acoustic characteristics of the Q2S fan, a major objective of
the program was to evaluate fan aerodynamic performance. For this purpose special tests
were run using an inlet plenum chamber equipped with a calibrated nozzle for determining
airflow. Special instrumentation rakes, removed or retracted for the acoustic program, were
used to measure details of internal performance. Radial-distortion tolerance tests were con-
ducted using axisymmetric screens upstream of the fan. Performance tests were conducted
vyi both baseline and suppressed configurations. Results of the performance program are
briefly summarized here, -- for a detailed report, see reference 3.
The baseline fan with the standard inlet cowling attained an efficiency of 86.4% at. design
speed, but surged before reaching the design pressure ratio. This premature surge was due
to excessive aerodynamic loading on the hub wall between the 1st-stage rotor and stator,
poor flow in the 1st-stage rotor hub region, or a combination of these factors. Above 90
percent of design speed the stall line fell below the design operating. liner A 20 .percent stall
margin was measured at 63 percent design speed. Attempts to improve the stall margin by
restaggering the Ist stage stator open five degrees were only marginally successful. Fan pres-
sure ratio at design speed increased from 1.87 to 1.90, but fan efficiency decreased .1.5 per-
centage points. Maximum corrected flow at design speed exceeded design flow. The press
sure ratio-flow characteristic would have passed very near the design point if it were not for 	 E
the premature stall. At design speed a 0.155 tip-radial distortion (APJPmax) resulted in a
stall margin of four percent over the stall:limit with uniform inlet flow, and reduced peak ef-
ficiency one percent point. At 63 percent of design speed, tip-radial distortion reduced the
stall margin appreciably. The tip-radial distortion was completely attenuated by the fan,
principally by the f"irst.stage.
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iA 0.17 hub-radial distortion (APfPmax) resulted in a negative stall margin at all speeds when
compared to the stall Iimit for uniform inlet flow. Fan peak efficiency Est design speed was
reduced eight percentage points. The hub. distortion was partially attenuated, principally,
by the second stage.
At design speed, the sonic inlet device in the cruise position penalized system efficiency
from 1,5 percentage points near stall to 4.5 percentage points at open throttle. The pressure
recovery of the sonic inlet device in the cruise position was 0.9819 near stall and 0.9796 at
open throttle. The effects of the sonic inlet on the stall margin of the fan were small and
would have been acceptable.if the fan had achieved design stall margin.
Recovery of the acoustically treated exit duct with the acoustic splitter and wall treatment
was 0.9655. This was approximately 1.3 percent below the recovery for the untreated duct.
ACOUSTIC RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Acoustic measurements were obtained for the following Q25 fan configurations (see Figure 16)
Configuration A.
	
	
Baseline untreated engine inlet cowling, treated interstage, and untreated
exit ducts (aft splitter removed) without a facility acoustic shield.
Configuration B.
	
	
Fully treated sonic inlet, treated interstage, and treated exit duct including
aft splitter without a facility acoustic shield..
Configuration C.	 Fully treated sonic inlet, treated interstage, and treated exit duct includ-
ing aft splitter with a facility acoustic shield, 	 a
Configuration D.
	
	
Baseline untreated engine inlet cowling, treated interstage,. and treated
exit duct including aft splitter, without a facility acoustic shield. (Inlet
as in A, exit ducts as in B.)
Only limited data for comparative purposes was taken for Configuration D.
Noise levels were measured for all configurations with microphones located along a 45.7 meter
[150 ft] radius arc from the rig and covering the angular range from 0 to 170 degrees mea-
sured from the rig forward .centerline. For tests with . the sonic inlet, measurements were also
taken on a near field microphone. All performance instrumentation probes were removed
or retracted from the airstream during the noise tests. To facilitate accurate scaling of spectral
data from the rig to predict noise for a full-scale fan configuration having a diameter of about
twice rig size, acoustic data were recorded UP to frequencies of 20 kHz which is twice the
range required for calculation of psycho-acoustic noise characteristics in units of PNdB or
EPNdB. In addition to farfield acoustic data, internal wall microphone data were obtained
from selected locations in the inlet and fan discharge ducts.
FThe results for the baseline (A) configuration are presented in the following subsections to
document its acouatic characteristics. These results are followed by the results for the sonic
inlet and treated exit duct configurations to provide an evaluation of the effectiveness of the
suppression devices.
In addition to the test results, comparisons are made of the Q2S fan noise levels, scaled in
size, with the noise levels of current JT31) and JT$D engine fans, and the noise levels pre-
dicted for the STF 933 engine. Comparisons with FAR 36 limits are also presented.
The experimental methodology used is illustrated in Table III. In the Table III array, diagonal
items refer to acoustic documentation of the four configuration and off-diagonal entries
indicate where comparisons were made between applicable configurations to evaluate specific
acoustic features.
TAB LE i I l -- QU I ET TWO-STAG E FAN TEST P ROG RAM 0BJ ECTI V ES
CONFIGURATIONS
A	 B	 C	 D
A. Document baseline
Q2S fan acoustic
characteristics
B. Evaluate aft duct	 Determine fully-
treatment with 	 suppressed Q2S fan
I	 sonic inlet	 characteristics
installed
*(see below).
C. Determine forward-	 Determine acoustic
diffracted noise from
	
potential and operating
fan discharge duct 	 characteristics of sonic
inlet
D. Evaluate sup-	 Check possible aft 	 Test Q2S fan with
pression of aft	 noise increase due	 aft duct treatment
duct treatment	 to use of sonic inlet	 only and standard
*(see above)	 inlet
QUIET TWO-STAGE FAN BASELINE RESULTS
Fundamental noise characteristics of the Q28 fan were obtained from tests on the Baseline
configuration, designated as configuration A (Figure 16). Points at which acoustic data were
taken are shown on the performance map, I sure 17. The nominal operating Tine shown on
Figure 17 is lower. than that shown in reference 6 .because of the ladk of high-speed stall margin.
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Selected data from this program are presented in this subsection to illustrate the acoustic
characteristics of this fan. More extensive results are tabulated in the Acoustic Data Report
(ref. 4).
The variations of peak inlet and aft quadrant noise with fan corrected speed are shown in
Figures 18a and I 8 respectively.
All peak values of tone-corrected perceived noise (PNLT) shown in Figure 18 were adjusted
to correct for low frequency scrubbing nose. At low speeds where applicable, data were also
corrected for spurious tone noise. These corrections were applied as discussed in the section
entitled Data Reduction. As shown in Figure 18a, peak inlet quadrant noise increased almost
linearly with corrected speed for speeds up to about 80 percent of design' and was essentially
independent of pressure ratio at lower speeds as shown by the close agreement of data for
the three separate operating lines. At high corrected speeds, the slope of the PNLT versus
corrected speed curves was less than that for low speeds, and peak noise for the. high operat-
ing line was up to 3 PNdB greater than that for the wide-open operating line. Peak aft noise,
Figure 18b, increased almost linearly over the entire corrected speed range, and the effect of
pressure ratio was very small, generally less than 2 PNdB. The peak aft noise was slightly higher
than peak inlet noise and was probably more critical than the inlet noise because the sonic in-
Iet should provide more effective noise suppression than the exit duct acoustic treatment.
Both low-frequency "roIloff" corrections and the occassional spurious tone corrections which
were applied to the data of Figure 18 had relatively small effects on the resulting PNLT values.
Figures 19a and 19b show, for inlet and aft angles, respectively, the variation with fan speed
of the following quantities: unadjusted peak PNL, unadjusted peak PNLT, and adjusted values
of PNLT. The difference between PNLT before and after adjustment, represented by squares
and circles, is seen to be usually less than one PNdB. Adjusted data are used as a basis for the
bulk of the information presented in this report.
The acoustic behavior of the baseline configuration of the Q2S fan is presented in more detail
in Figures 20 through 26. Each of these figures is divided into parts a, b, c, and d. Parts a
and b show the directivity patterns of PNLT and PNL respectively. Parts c and d give spectral
information for the inlet and aft quadrants, respectively. The inlet and aft spectra shown are
for the respective angles where adjusted PNLT was a maximum. All curves show both adjusted
and unadjusted data Figures 20 through 23 present the wide-open throttle line data for 40,
63, 75, and 94.5 percent.of design speed. The 63 percent speed.point is representative of
noise at standard approach. operation, and 94.5 percent is the takeoff fan corrected speed.
The 75 percent speed corresponds closely to the speed required to choke the sonic inlet for
approach conditions in configurations B and C.
The angles for peak PNLT and peak PNL as taken from parts a and b of Figures 20 through
23 are given in 'fable IV.
'Since PNLT is a psychoacoustic scale it does not transform in a simple manner as fan size is changed. Thus,
iri-using ase ne spec r 	 i	 s	 p	 >
retain the limar form represented in rig size.
b li	 t al data to o'­­ re ­ 14- s for scaled-u versions of the fan PNLT will not necessarily
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TABLE IV — ANGLES FOR PEAK PNLT.AND PNL
FOR BASELINE CONFIGURATION A
i
Percent	 Inlet Angle
	 Aft Angle
Corrected	 PNLT	 PNL	 PNLT	 PNL
40	 400	 40°	 -1150	 115°
63	 500-700	 700	 1200	 1200
75	 600	 80°	 120°	 1200
94.5	 —	 —	 100°	 100°--115°
Table IV shows that the angle for peak PNLT increased with speed and that at a corrected
speed of 94.5 percent of design there was no defined forward quadrant maximum. There was
Iittle change in the aft angle for maximum PNLT. There were no significant differences be-
tween angles for maximum PNLT and those for maximum PNL. Aft noise was higher than
inlet noise by a small to moderate amount at all speeds. A comparison of Figures 20a and
23a indicates that aft noise predominance was greater at higher speeds.
Examination of Figures 20c, 21 c, 22c, and 23c shows strong inlet quadrant tones which cor-
respond to 1st-stage rotor fundamental and 1st-stage rotor first harmonic frequencies (28E
and 56E). The aft quadrant.spectral data. (Figures 20d, 21d,.22d, and. 23d) show a predom-
inance of the first harmonic of the 2nd-stage rotor blade-passage-frequency (2x35E = 70E).
The spectra shown in Figures 23c and d for 94.5 percent corrected speed show less prominence
of discrete tones than the spectra for lower speeds. The aft spectra, Figure 23d, show evidence
of a significant tone at the fundamental of the 2nd-stage rotor blade frequency. At high speed,
the interaction mode between the 1st-stage stator and the 2nd-stage rotor blade-passing-fre-
quency tone will propagate, and may account for this tone in the farfield,
Figures 24, 25, and 26 present the angular and spectral distribution of farfield noise for nom-
inal operating line conditions for corrected speeds of 63, 75, and 94.5 percent of the design
value. Comparisons of Figures 24, 25, and 26 with Figures 21, 22, and 23 show that no sig-
nificant effect of increased pressure ratio on either the angular or spectral distribution of far-
field noise for the subject fan.
At takeoff speed, the rotor blade tip region relative flow was slightly supersonic. Under such
conditions shock waves emanate froxn'the. blade tips. Because of small manufacturing varia-
tions from blade to blade, the shock waves have slightly different strengths. Combination
tone noise, "buzz-saw" noise, is generated as a result of unequal shock strengths. For fans
tested with cylindrical inlets, the combination tone noise radiates forward from the 'inlet to.
the farfield. However, when fans are equipped with inlets having contoured profiles suitable
for flight performance, the combination tone noise amplitude at low supersonic tip speeds
decays in the inlet due to the throat contraction and also dine to airflow . velocity gradients and
high Iocal Mach numbers at the inlet tliroat.
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Detection of combination tones requires narrowband (32 Hz bandwidth) spectral analysis.
Figures 27 and 28 show the narrowband spectral analysis results for the wide-open operating
line points at corrected fan speeds of 94.5 and. 100 percent of the design value. Figure -9,
presented for comparison, shows a typicalhigh-speed fan farfield spectrum containing a plurality
of tones spaced at shaft rotation frequency. These tones constitute "buzz-saw" noise, a name
suggested by the sound. The Q2S fan spectra (Figures 27 and 28) contained no such prom-
inent tones. Because of the distinctive characteristic of combination tone noise, its presence
is very easily detected by observers acquainted with aircraft engine noise. At no time during
the operation of the Q2S fan was combination tone noise noted by any of the several exper-
ienced personnel present.
Another discrete frequency characteristic that has been noted during the operation of other
two-stage fans was anticipated to occur with the Q2S fan. Due to the interaction between
one rotor in scattering the stator-rotor interaction modes generated by the other rotor, a set
of new discrete frequency tones is generated. These tones are separated by multiples of . the
frequency between the two sets of rotor blades (ref. 5). In the Q2S fan, such tones were
separated by multiples of 35 - 28 ?times rotor st;c.- W Whiie such tones do not always pro-
pagate,.some can propagate at subsonic rotor tip speeds, as witi. rotor-stator noise. The blade-
vane ratio selections in the Q2S fan Helped reduce these so-called "linear combination tones"
since the primary interactions were generally below cutoff. Large axial spacing between com-
ponents, as employed in the Q2S fan design, also reduced the tendency for these extra tones
to form. Figures 30 and 31 were selected . from the available narrowband data to illustrate
spectra containing these tones. The relative lack of "linear combination tones" for the Q2S
fan is noteworthy for a two-stage fan.
Internal wall-microphone data were taken in addition to the farfield acoustic surveys. Loca-
tion of the inlet and discharge duct transducers is shown in Figure 32. Sample spectra from
two inlet and two discharge microphones at approach and takeoff conditions are shown in y
Figure 33.
Information was obtained on the acoustic power radiated from the fan by weighted Integra-
tion of the farfield microphone data. This material is presented in the Acoustic Data Report
(ref. 4).
In the design of the Q2S fan; blade and vane numbers were selected so that acoustic modes
excited by the interaction of wakes from the rotors with the downstream stators would be 	 y
below cutoff and hence tones at blade-passage frequency would not propagate. The inlet tone
	 3
at the fundamental 1st-stage rotor blade frequency presumably was due to a source of inter-
action other than a stator. Such sources typically are present in static ground test facilities,
and result from interactions of the rotor blades with long axial scale turbulence ingested into
the inlet during static operation and with the ground vortex. Both these inlet flow distur-
bances are thought to be absent or substantially reduced in normal aircraft flight. Therefore,
the tone at Ist-stage rotor fundamental can be expected to be reduced substantially under
flight conditions. The level of this tone has not, however, been altered in any of the scaling
and simulated flight noise predictions that are given later in this report. As a result, estimated
flyover noise levels are conservative.
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iThe tones which were the first harmonics of either 1 st-stage or 2nd-stage rotor blade-passing-
frequency were above cutoff frequency. These tones were generated by a propagating rotor-
stator interaction mode and hence cannot be expected to attenuate significantly in flight.
Suppression of these tones depends on changes in fan design Features or the use of sound sup-
pression devices. To obtain cutoff of these first harmonic tones would require using more
than four times as many stator blades as rotor blades. And this would require either an ex-
tremely Iow number of rotor blades or extremely high aspect ratio stator blades. The first
alternative is undesirable from a weight standpoint and the second from a stator stress and
I vibration standpoint.
1 Depending on . whether the source of 2nd-stage rotor noise was .associated with interaction
between the stator upstream and 2nd-stage rotor or the downstream stator assembly, a re-
distribution of the available spacing could be expected to change the level of these tones.
Other approaches had been explored previously in other programs with varying degrees of
Success. These approaches included slanting and. tilting vanes, and also configurations that
involved using upstream and downstream stators designed to have the same vane number
and then 3o arranged that their interaction modes were out'of phase so that the pressure fields
cancelled to produce a lower level resulting sum.
RESULTS OF SUPPRESSED TVVO-STAGE FAN TESTS
Fully Suppressed Configurations B and C
Configuration B was designated the suppressed "flight" configuration and incorporated the
sonic inlet and fan discharge duct acoustic treatment. As is shown in Table III, tests on con-
figuration B were conducted to determine the fully suppressed . acoustic characteristics of the
Q2S fan and to evaluate the effectiveness of inlet and exit noise suppression devices. In addi-
tion the forward diffracted noise from the fan discharge duct was evaluated, and the aft noise
increase due to the use of the sonic inlet was checked. Tests were run with configuration C
to determine the potential of the sonic inlet by minimizing the effects of aft noise on the in.-
let quadrant.
Figure 34 compares 61 meter [200 ft.] sideline directivity patterns of PNLT for the SUP-
pressed configurations B and C and the baseline configuration A. The fully suppressed data
of Figure 34a were taken with the inlet centerbody in the approach position and fan running
on the wide open operating line with the sonic inlet choked. The baseline data on Figure
34a was taken with the fan operating on the wide open operating line at standard approach`
corrected speed (63 percent of design). Figure 34b shows fully suppressed data with the in-
let in the takeoff position and the inlet choked. The baseline data for Figure 34b was taken
on the nominal operating line at 94.5 percent of design corrected speed. Comparison of the
fullly suppressed configuration B data with the baseline data shows a nominal reduction of
PNLT at all angles for both the approach and takeoff operating conditions. A comparison
of data from suppressed configuration B and suppressed configuration C, incorporating the
aft facility shield, shows that the sonic inlet was very effective in suppressing forward noise
when operating choked, and that the forward quadrant data for configuration B was domi-
nated by aft generated noise.
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Sonic Inlet Suppression
An objective of this portion of the program was the evaluation of means for suppressing the
z noise generated by the baseline fan. A translating centerbody sonic inlet device with
acoustical treatment in the diffuser section was selected to provide suppression of noise rad-
iated from the inlet of the fan. The noise-suppression characteristics of the sonic inlet were
evaluated primarily by comparison of data from tests of configurations A and C. Separate
positions of the movable centerbody were provided for approach, takeoff, and cruise. With
the centerbody in the cruise position, sonic throat velocities were well below sonic. Since
sonic inlets are known to be highly effective devices, the test program was structured to pro-
vide background noise levels as low as possible in order that meaningful inlet noise data could
be obtained. Two steps were taken to provide these low levels of environmental noise:
1) the sound-absorbing treatment was installed in the fan discharge ducts and 2) the special
aft acoustic facility shield, represented schematically in Figure& 5b and 16, was erected to
block the forward microphone field as much as possible from residual fan discharge noise,
fan jet mixing, and scrubbing noise, and other assorted facility drive system noise sources.
As throat Mach number of a sonic inlet is increased toward unity, inlet-radiated noise drops
in a manner that depends on details of the design. However, when the throat is fully choked,
radiation of fan noise from the inlet is essentially blocked, and the only possible noise radiation
from the inlet must result from wave propagation in the very thin throat section boundary
layer. Noise leakage through the thin inlet wall boundary layer is not significant. Therefore,
at f 41 choke, the farfield noise reductirm measured for most sonic inlets is simply a measure
of Low well the environmental background noise or fan casing transmitted noise has been sup-
pressed by test stand and facility construction, and is not a measure of how much inlet noise
has been reduced. The more significant questions are whether aft noise increased as a result
of poor inlet flow interacting with the. fan to generate additional noise, and whether the fan
aerodynamic performance was severely limited by the use of the sonic inlet device. Effect
of the inlet on aft noise levels is discussed in a later section on aft noise suppression.
To provide some degree of noise suppression for conditions where the sonic inlet was operated
unchoked, a moderate amount of wall treatment was incorporated into the inlet wall and cen-
terbody surfaces downstream of the inlet throat. Such treatment would be most beneficial
if the sonic inlet when operating at sonic throat Mach number had an extremely adverse effect
on fan performance. However, as has been described in the Aerodynamic Performance sec
tion, the Q2S fan had no difficulty in operating with the sonic inlet fully choked. There
were no significant losses in efficiency or surge margin, and speed control was excellent on
both sides of the fan speed at which full choke was reached. No evaluation was made of the
effe.tiveness of the inlet acoustic treatment on noise suppression.
Inlet noise levels were recorded using both the 45.7 meter [ 150 ft.] radius farfield micro-
phone..system and a special nearfield monitor microphone positioned at centerline height
about 4.6 meters [ 15 ft.] away from the inlet at an angle of about 45 degrees. The purrpose
of installing this microphone was to provide an indication by on-line monitoring of its output
that full. choke operation of the throat had been reached, insteady of depending on setting
fan speed to a value that had been determined from previous aerodynamic tests. Spectra from
this nearheld monitor microphone demonstrated the sonic inlet acoustic behavior more clearly
than the farfield 45.7 meter '[150 ft.] distance microphones since it was nearer the inlet noise
source and better shielded from extraneous background noises.
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Figures 35a and 35b present spectra for various throat Mach number settings in the approach
and takeoff operating configurations, respectively. These figures present on-line narrowband
(50 Hz) spectral levels as a function of frequency for throat Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
and 1.0. The clearest behavior pattern may be discerned from the approach setting data for
configuration C, shown in Figure 35a. Starting with the spectrum for a throat Mach number
of 0,7, the discrete tones protruding above the broadband noise level correspond to harmonics
j	 of 1st stage rotor blade-passage-frequency. As in the standard inlet tests on configuration A,
there was little evidence of 2nd-stage rotor noise radiation from the inlet. As the rig speed
was increased to induce throat Mach numbers of 0.8 and 0.9, three effects may be noticed:
1) the discrete tones become less prominent and shift to the right as blade-passage frequency
increases due to increased rig speed, 2) the broadband noise levels drop significantly in the
range.
 above 2 or 3 kHz, and 3) relatively little change occurs in the lower frequency range of
the spectrum. At fully choked operation, M = 1, even greater reductions are evident. Here,	 l
j	 the discrete tones that can be observed in the M 1 spectrum were not generated by the Q2S
fan, and have been identified as a facility noise coming from the compressor stage of the fan-
rig drive engine. The failure to detect corresponding reductions in low frequency levels is
evidence that this noise was not coming from the inlet but rather was comprised of background
noises from the fan discharge and facility sources. For the baseline and suppressed farfield,
data, these low frequency noise values were reduced by the linear adjustments that were de-
scribed under Data Reduction Procedures.
(	 The monitor microphone indicated similar behavior with the sonic inlet positioned in the take-
off power position, as shown by the narrowband spectra in Figure 3.5b. It should be noted
that the data for Figure 35a is for the wide open operating line; whereas the data for Figure
35b is for the nominal operating line. This difference was not significant because the effect
of increased pressure ratio on acoustic characteristics was very small. The most notable dif-
ference between takeoff and approach operation is that the spectrum sound pressure levels
reached at M = 1 for takeoff were on the order of 10 dB higher than the corresponding ap-
proach sound pressure levels. This circumstance was due to the higher background levels gen-
erated by rig discharge and facility noise at higher operating speeds. Consequently, the small
increment in reduction measured between M = 0.9 and 1 for takeoff compared to the larger
approach sound pressure level reduction in this range does not mean that the sonic inlet was
any less effective in reducing inlet-radiated . noise, but simply that at M = I the background
floor level was higher at takeoff than at approach and prevented measurement of further re-
ductions of inlet-radiated noise as M 1 was approached.
To illustrate the variation of inlet noise with throat Mach number, spectrum levels from Figure
35 are shown as a function of .throat Mach number in Figure 36a. and 36b. In each case; the
spectrum levels were selected at 9 kHz to provide a sample representation. This frequency
t. was chosen in a range where the absence of discrete tones would allow a clear view of the
broadband noise behavior. It can be seen that inlet noise: reductions of 10 dB .at the nearfield
microphone location were achieved at a throat Mach number of about 0.85. Further inlet.
noise reductions were achieved rapidly as choking was approached, but measurement of these
reductions was limited by the background noise floor levels of the environment. These floor
levels permitted measurement of a 30 dB reduction' between M = 0.7 and M = I for the ap-
proach position data. At takeoff, the higher background or floor level limited measurement
of the corresponding reduction to about 22 dB at the selected frequency.
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The iaearflela monitor microphone results show that the measured suppression of inlet-radiated
noise with the inlet fully choked for approach and takeoff settings of this sonic inlet device
were limited by background, or floor, level noise. It is indicated, however, that nearly com-
plete suppression was achieved for the fully choked conditions.
Figures 37a and 37b present 1/3-octave band spectra for the farfield 45.7 meter [150 ft.]
radius microphones at angles where peak PNLT levels were measured with the hardwall base-
line inlet. These data have been adjusted to provide a one dB per 1/3-octave  band rolloff for
levels two bands below that containing Blade-passage frequency to remove excess jet and scrub-
bing noise, but spurious tones were not corrected for. In Figure 37a for approach, the prom-
inence in the 2500 Hz band for the M = 0.7 curve was produced by Ist-stage rotor blade fre-
quency. As speed was increased to raise the throat Mach number, all band levels dropped and
the blade tone prominence shifted to the right. The tone indicated in the M = I spectrum at
2500 Hz is not associated with the Q2S fan. Narrowband spectra indicated that this tone was
a facility noise produced by the compressor of the drive engine. Although inclusion of this
facility tone falsely raised .islet PNLT, this factor did not affect predictions for a fu11-scale Q2S
fan installation using the sonic inlet as explained in the section on full-scale comparisons.
The two tones shown on Figure 37b for the inlet in the takeoff position correspond to the
fundamental and first harmonic of the 1st-stage rotor blade-passing-frequency. As the inlet
approached the fully choked condition, these tones were suppressed to or below the level of
broadband noise in this frequency range.
Figures 38a and 38b show the 45.7 meter [ 150 ft.l radius angular directivity patterns of PNLT
at throat Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 for approach and takeoff settings, respectively.
About 18 PNLT reductions are indicated from 20 to 50 degrees in going from M = 0.7 to full
choke with the inlet in the approach setting. With the inlet in the takeoff setting, choking
produced a measured reduction of about 15 PNLT. The degree of attenuation in the takeoff
position was probably limited by background noise. The rear-angle levels rose slightly as speed
was increased to produce choke because of higher aft noise associated with higher speed opera-
tion. The fact that inlet directivity peaked toward the on-axis direction at low inlet Mach
number conditions was a consequence of the constant radius rather than constant sideline dis-
tance plot.
Sample inlet internal wall microphone spectra are shown in Figure 39 for sonic operation at
approach and takeoff. For choked operation with the inlet in the approach setting, trans-
ducer position No. 4, which was near the fan face, received strong tones at I st-stage rotor
blade-passing-frequency and the first harmonic of rotor blade-passing-frequency (Figure 39a).
A comparison of these data with those of Figure 39b for transducer location No. 1, which
is near the inlet throat, shows a strong attenuation of the I st-stage rotor blade fundamental
and first harmonic frequency tones. Data with choked operation of the inlet in the takeoff
position also shows strong attenuation of the l st-stage rotor blade fundamental and first
harmonic frequencies between the fail face and the inlet throat (Figures 39c and 39d).
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In summary, the results of these tests indicate that the sonic inlet, when choked, essentially
eliminated noise propagation from the inlet and did not lead to unstable fan operation. The
effect of the inlet on aft quadrant noise is discussed in the section on aft noise suppression.
Inlet noise levels were suppressed so effectively that the farEeld microphones were not re-
sponding to inlet noise, but rather to fan discharge noise scaVered into the inlet quadrant and
to facility environmental noise. It should be noted that the sonic inlet reported herein did
have a modest amount of wall treatment to increase suppression for conditions where the in-
let was not choked. The tests and analysis of this study were not adequate to evaluate the
effectiveness of this suppression treatment.
Aft Noise Suppression
Figure 40 shows the variation of 112.8 meter 1370 ft.l sideline peak aft PNLT as a function
of fan speed for the baseline, configuration A, and far fully suppressed configuration B with
the sonic inlet in the approach position. Both curves are for the wide open nozzle operating
line. As shown previously, there was little variation of noise level with pressure ratio at a given
speed. Therefore, the wide open throttle data gives a valid evaluation of suppressor effective-
ness. Figure. 40 shows a reduction in PNLT of 11.5 PNdB at 40 percent of design corrected
speed. At 75 percent corrected speed, a reduction of 8.5 PNdB was obtained. These values
are appreciably below the predicted values of 16 and 1 l PNdB, respectively. The maximum
speed run with the sonic inlet in the approach position was 78.5 percent of design. Similar
data for higher speeds with the inlet in the takeoff position have not been included because
these higher speed data are believed to be adversely affected by scrubbing and facility noise.
The fan discharge. duct. treatment tested incorporated a treated circumferential splitter and
had an effective treated-length-to-passage-height (L]H) ratio of about 12. The treatment was
tuned to maximize the reduction in aft arc PNdB when installed on the test rig rather than
tuned to frequencies that would minimize PNdB if the liner and rig were both geometrically
scaled to full-scale engine size. Figure 41 shows the liner construction parameters and the cal-
culated attenuation versus frequency characteristics at 40 and 75 percent of design speed.
These calculations were based on extensive liner empirical test data rather than upon solutions
of the wave equation with wall impedance boundary conditions. Experience indicates that
such empirically based attenuation predictions are more conservative than the theoretical at-
tenuations, The calculated results should, therefore, be considered as the minimum expected
results. The perforated facings and backing depths were selected and the liner was fabricated
before baseline test. data were available, based on predictions of the fan noise spectrum that
would have to be suppressed. In order to obtain updated predicted attenuations to compare
with the test results, a recalculation was made by applying the predicted attenuation-vs-fre-
quency liner characteristics to the actual measured baseline Q2S fan spectra at the two speeds.
Measured attenuations were established by subtracting 113-octave  band spectra levels for the.
suppressed configuration B from corresponding levels hi the baseline configuration A tests at
the 40 percent speed points. Data at angular locations of 105, 110, 115, and 120 degrees
were. used. Figure 42 shows measured attenuation and the predicted attenuation for 40 per-
cent speed from Figure 41, Measured peak attenuations range from about 13 dB to 20 d13
and occurred in the 4 kHz band The predicted attenuation had a broad peak with values
between 21 dB and 22 dB ranging from 2000 Hz to 3150 Hz. The measured peak attenuation
a
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was only slightly lower than predicted, but it occurred at a frequency that was almost an 
octave too high. Additionally, the measured attenuation had a very narrow bandwidth com-
pared with the predicted characteristic. At high frequencies, negative attenuations were in-
dicated. The significance of this anomaly will be discussed later. 
Figure 43 presents identical information for 75 percent speed. At this speed the measured 
performance was significantly worse than predicted. Peak measured attenuations ranged from 
14 dB to 16 dB. But more importantly, the peak tuning was at 8 kHz instead of in the 2 
kHz to 3 kHz range. Again, the bandwidth was significantly narrower than predicted. Based 
on predicted levels of total attenuation the liner should have produced reductions in PNLT 
of 16 PNdB at 40 percent and II PNdB at 75 percent speeds. The corresponding measured 
values were 11.5 and 8.5 PNdB, and represent deficiencies of 4.5 PNdB at 40 percent and 2.5 
PNdB at 75 percent speed. 
From these results, liner attenuation appears to have fallen short of predicted performance. 
Detailed analyses of the test da ta were made to determine if attenuation of the liner was in-
deed below expectations, or if some feature of the test facility prevented the true performance 
of the liner from being measured. 
Because the liner was evaluated by comparing baseline data with data for configuration B, 
which included the sonic inlet in addition to discharge duct treatment, it is not likely that 
noise from the inlet waf. radiated toward aft angles to limit the apparent attenuation of the 
liner. The sonic inlet, as discussed previously, essentially blocked the forward propagation 
of inlet noise. 
It is possible, however, that aft noise was increased significantly because of poor flow from 
the sonic inlet interacting with the fan. To evaluate this possibility, data from configurations 
Band D were compared. These configurations were the same except for the inlet - config-
uration D used the standard flight inlet, and configuration B used the sonic inlet. Differences 
in aft quadrant noise for these two configurations should therefore be due only to inlet geo-
metryeffects. No aft facility wall was used so as to properly measure aft radiated noise. 
Representative spectral results are shown in Figure 44 for the 40 percent speed conditions and 
in Figure 45 for the 75 percent speed choked-approach condition. In each case information 
for two angles, 105 degrees and 115 degrees, is considered. In both figures, the solid curves 
are the configuration A spectrum; the dashed line curves the configuration B spectrum; and 
the long broken line curves are the configuration D spectrum. It is evident that the configura-
tion Band D spectra were essentially the same and that the presence of the sonic inlet did 
not increase aft-radiated noise. The negative attenuations noted at 40 percent speed were the 
result of extraneous noise present in both configurations Band D and were therefore generated 
by some mechanism in the duct liner and not by the sonic inlet. These noises disappear in 
the 75 percent data - 63 percent approach design speed data, not included here, does not 
show this noise either. Figure 46 presents the variations of peak aft PNLT as a function of 
speed for configurations Band D. This figure does not show an increase in aft noise with use 
of the sonic inlet. Therefore, failure of the aft duct treatment to achieve predicted noise at-
tenuation cannot be attributed to adverse effects of the sonic inlet. 
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At the onset of the program it was realized that jet scrubbing noise from the rig discharge and
other facility noises would tend to obscure the results of the fan duct treatment suppression
and that this extraneous noise would be minimized by running at speeds where the fan efflux
velocity was low. Accordingly, data were acquired at 40 percent and 50 percent of design
speed to provide the best environment for detecting liner suppression. At these points, a re-
duction on the order of l l PNdB was :attained. To decide whether this suppression was
reasonable, it was necessary to examine narrowband spectra for the low speed conditions.
Figure 47 shows the 105 degree spectra at 40 percent speed for configurations A, B and D.
For configuration B, the sonic inlet was at the approach setting. For configurations B and D,
the "hill" of broadband noise around 10 kHz, from which a cluster of discrete tones protrudes,
is characteristic of spectra with the liner installed. It has been determined that these tones
were not multiples of rotor speed . and, together with the "hill" of broadband noise, probably
were of aerodynamic origin. It may be speculated that vortex shedding from the circumfer-
ential splitter and its supporting radial structure, excitation of higher mode cavity resonances
in the liner, or turbulent flow interacting with the splitter surfaces may have been the sources
of this noise. Positive identification of the nature of.these phenomena will require additional
work which was beyond the scope of this program. In any case the extra generated noise,
which appears to have been of significance only at speeds below the normal operating range
of the fan, was one factor that contributed to the poor performance of the liner and was re-
sponsible for the anomalous negative attenuations observed in the 1/3-octave band spectra.
Two procedures were used to determine if extraneous broadband noises from the facility were
masking the true liner performance. Instead of relying on broadband noise differences between
baseline and treated configurations, discrete tone data were examined. As described in the
baseline fan section, a two-stage fan generally produces discrete tones that are multiples of the
difference frequency between blade-passage rates in the two rotors. These tones, in addition
to the obvious harmonics of each rotor blade frequency, produced narrowband spectra with
several discrete frequencies that protruded above the broadband noise, and the source of these
tones unquestionably was the fan. The corresponding amplitudes of these fan generated tones
were compared between configurations to define their attenuation as a result of propagation
through the treated duct. Narrowband spectra for configurations A and D were examined at
angles of 105, 110, and 115 degrees for 40, 50, and 63 percent of fan design speed. Each pair
of spectra contained several common tones that protruded far enough, above the broadband
noise to be identified and to allow their levels to be read. Differences between these common
tones were plotted against frequency in the 1 to 10 kHz range to produce a plot of tone at-
tenuation versus frequency from the liner. The plot resulted in excessive scatter, probably
due.
 to the relatively poor statistical sampling inherent in the measurement of farfield tones,
and has not been included in this report. The envelope of the scatter in this curve., which
could be considered the maximum possible liner attenuation, confirms the poor liner per-
formance and does not support the possibility that the liner was performing up to expectations
but that its performance was masked by extraneous noises in the test environment and not
within the fan.
During the test programs on configurations A and B, flush-mounted wall pressure trans-
ducers were installed in the inlet and fan discharge ducts. Six of these were mounted down-
stream of the fan in the outer duct casing. Data from these aft duct microphones were
i
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examined to determine performance of the liner. Figure 48 presents spectra from a wall
mounted microphone near the end of the treatment for baseline and treated configurations
at 40 percent speed. The attenuation spectrum obtained from the difference of the two
curves is also shown. Similar information for 75 percent speed is given in Figure 49. It
will be observed that the attenuations indicated by these internal measurements confirm
the farfaeld observations. Figure 50 shows the variations with downstream distance in the
hardwall and treated ducts of sound pressure levels in the 1 f 3-octave bands containing the
fundamental and harmonic of the 2nd-stage rotor blade-passage-frequency. Moderate
attenuations of both 2nd-stage rotor blade fundamental and first harmonic frequencies are
noted.
Although it was not possible within the scope of this program to identify the cause of poor
performance of the liner, the variety of data shows conclusively that the liner's performance
was well below expectations. A review of the liner design procedure did not disclose any
obvious errors, and inspection of the liner construction, both before and after the test,
failed to reveal any manufacturing defects or any indication that mechanical failure occurred
during testing that could have caused degradation of liner performance. Although the reasons
for poor liner-performance are not known, its deficiencies may be summarized as follows:
(1) Peak measured attenuations were significantly less than predicted.
(2) Measured attenuation bandwidth was very much narrower than predicted.
(3) Tuning was. on the order of a full octave higher than predicted.
(4) At low speed, the construction generated extra broadband and discrete frequency
noise:
FULL-SCALE STATIC NOISE COMPARISONS
Comparison Procedures
Comparisons were made of the farfield acoustic characteristics of the following five fan
configurations in typical static test . hardware: the JT31) engine fan, the JT81] engine fan,
the predicted noise for the STF 433 fan from the ATT study, and the scaled noise levels
from the two-stage fan tested under this contract in both the unsuppressed and fully
suppressed configurations. These comparisons were made at static fan operating conditions
that simulated takeoff thrust and conventional three degree approach thrust operation. In
addition, fan noise levels from the fully treated Q2S fan (including sonic inlet) were com-
pared with FAR 36 noise limits. Results of these comparisons, along with other comparisons
to further illustrate the noise characteristics of the Q2S fan, are presented in.the^following
subsections.
In making the comparisons, it was required that test data from the Q2S fan be scaled in
size to predict the noise levels of a larger size fan of geometrically similar design.
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The following procedures were used to scale the acoustic results from the Q2S fan. At a
given Q2S fan RPM, the measured spectra were scaled by holding linear fan tip speed con-
stant as fan diameter and RPM were changed. The resulting change in RPM caused the
spectra to shift to frequencies that were lower than those measured during tests of the Q2S
fan rig. he frequency shifting was performed in a computer b transposing rig data the•	 q	 Y	 g	 	 p	 Y	 p g g
integer number of 1%3-octave band registers that corresponded most closely to the rig-to-
engine-diameter ratio. The diameter ratios used in these comparisons closely approximate
the frequency ratios corresponding to successive 1/3-octave band shifts. All 1/3-octave band
levels were then increased by 20 log D
en 
/D,. . For convenience, Table V presents informa-
tion used hi. scaling the Q2S fan rig to ffiD, 3T3D, and STF 433 fan diameters.
TABLE V — QUIETTWO•STAGE FAN SCALING RELATIONS
Frequency
Diameter	 Dia./0.836rn	 No. of 713 Octave Band	 Shift Ratio	 Size Correction, dB,
config.	 (m)	 (in.)	 (32.9 in)	 Shifts	 (3j,2)n	 20 Lag D1a.10.836 m [32.9 En]
Q2S	 0.836	 32,9	 1	 0	 ...	 ...
JT81D	 1,03	 40.5	 1.23	 1	 1.260	 1.8
JT3D	 1.28	 50.5	 1.54	 2	 1.587	 3.7
STF 433 1.82	 71.6	 2.18	 3	 2.000	 6.8
Comparisons of Q2S Fan Scaled to STF 433 Size With JT8© and .JT3D Fans.
The noise levels measured from the Q2S fan in the unsuppressed configuration and scaled in
size to that .of the STF 433 ATT study engine are compared in Table VI with JT31) and
JT81) fan noise levels. Peak inlet and aft quadrant PNLT are listed for. a.112.8 meter [370 ft.]
sideline distance. For convenience, Q2S fan improvements with respect to the current two-
stage engine fans are given. It should be Noted that there is a progressive increase in size
and thrust between the NO, JT3D, and. the STF 433 fans (as seen in Table V) so that the
improvements listed in Table VI were achieved despite the assumption of a much larger
diameter fan.
Spectrum levels at the dr gles of peak tone corrected noise for these fans are shown in
Figure 51. JT31) and JT81) fan noise data were obtained from P&WA conducted tests of
these engines in outdoor static noise test facilities that were comparable to the facility used
to test the Q2S fan. Typical static test hardware, consisting of an untreated bellmouth inlet
and hardwall fan exhaust ducts, were installed on the JT3D .and JT8D test engines. The
effects of identifiable jet noise have been removed from all spectra by a consistent pro-
cedure described in the Data Reduction section of this report.
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TABLE VI W- BASELINE Q2S FAN SCALED TO STF 433 SIZE
COMPARISONS WITH JTSD & JT3D ENGINE FANS
Peak 112.8m [370 ft] Sideline PNLT
{PNdB}
APPROACH
Inlet 	 Aft
	
JTSD	 JTSD	 JT8D	 JT3D
Measured Engine Fan
	 106.5	 114.4
	 112.4	 116.6
STF 433 Size Q2S
	
105.2
	 111.0
Improvement . 	 1.3	 9.2	 1.4	 5.6
TAKEOFF
Measured Engine Fan	 115.4
	 118.7
	
116.6	 122.1
STF 433 Size Q2S
	 114.1
	 115.7
Improvement
	 13	 4.6	 0.9
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In Figure 51 a, approach-inlet, the tone in the 1250 Hz band for the scaled Q2S fan, corre-
sponds to the fundamental of lst-stage rotor blade-passage-frequency. As discussed
previously, Blade vane interaction theory predicts that there should be no propagating tone'
at this frequency when the fan is operated in an inflight airflow environment and the rotor
is subsonic. The presence of this tone is ascribed to inlet flow distrubances present in the
ground test environment. Therefore this prominence in the inlet spectrum of the scaled
Q2S fan at 1250 Hz can be expected to be reduced in actual flight. On the other hand, the
tone concentrations in the spectra of the JT8D and JTSD should not be significantly
altered in flight since their interaction modes, generated between inlet guide vanes and
stators with the rotor, are well above cutoff even at approach powers. Consequently, the
noise benefit in flight. of the Q2S fan may be even greater than that shown at static condi-
tions.
Figure 51b compares spectra at approach power in the rearward direction. The lst-stage
rotor tones are not noticeable from the Q2S fan in a 1/3-octave bandwidth analysis, and the
fundamental of the 2nd-stage: rotor blade frequency (35 blades), which was. similarly de-
signed to be cutoff, is not discernable in the spectrum - it would be present in the 1600 Hz
band. Atone at twice 2nd-stage rotor frequency is prominent in the 3150 Hz band. This
tone may have been generated by interaction of the 2nd-stage rotor with either or both the
upstream and downstream neighboring stators, both. of which can generate propagating
modes at twice blade frequency. Flight effects should not influence this tone. However,
further refinements of the Q2S fan geometry, such as varying the allocation of blade vane
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spacing, could result in an arrangement having reduced levels of this to le. Despite this
rearward-radiated 2nd-stage rotor harmonic, the approach power spectra of the STF 433 size
scaled Q2S fan has notably less discrete frequency content than either the JT8D and JT3D
fans.
At takeoff power the scaled Q2S fan spectra (rigures 51 c and 51 d) are lacking in conspicu-
ous 1/3-octave  prominences produced by tones. This lack of tone prominence is different
from the JT81) and JT3D cases, where fundamentals and harmonics of both rotor stages are
amply evident. Thus, at both approach and takeoff powers the Q2S fan tends to have fewer
prominent blade-passage-tones compared with the two-stage fans of the JT8D and the JT3D
engines.
Comparisons of Q2S Fan Baseline Scaled to JT8D and JT3D Fan Sixes
To provide further indications of the acoustic performance of the Q2S fan, the following
coinpailsons were made by successively scaling unsuppressed Q2S fan data to the fan sizes
of the JT8D and JT3D engines. Standard values of approach and takeoff power were used.
The resulting comparisons with measured engine fan data are shown in Table V11.
TABLE VI l — QUIET TWO-STAGE FAN NOISE COMPARISONS
WITH JT8D AND JT3D ENGINE FANS
(Q2S FAN SCALED TO COMPARISON FAN SIZE)
PEAK 11 2.8m [370 ft] Sideline PNLT
(PNdB Units)
APPROACH
Inlet	 Aft
	
JT8D	 JT3D	 JT8D	 JT3D
Measured
	
106.5	 1144	 112.4	 116.6
Scaled Q2S
	
99.6
	
102.3	 104.1	 106.9
Improvement
	 6.9	 12.1	 8.3.	 9.7
TAKEOFF
Measured	 115.4	 118.7	 116.6	 122.I
Scaled 025
	 109.4	 111.6	 110.0	 112.4
Improvement
	 6.0
	 7.1	 6.6	 9.7
This table indicates significantly lower noise levels produced by scaled versions of the Q2S
fan. However, these indicated improvements represent only part of the story since the
higher bypass ratio Q2S fans produce significantly more thrust than the JT8D or JT31)
fans. These thrust differences are accounted for in the next set of comparisons.
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Equal Thrust Comparisons of Scaled 02S Fan With JT8D and JT3D Fans
To provide noise comparisons that consider thrust differences, fan thrust was calculated
over the speed range of the Q2S fan scaled up to corresponding JT8D and JT3D fan
diameters. Values of scaled Q2S fan peak PNLT were computed and plotted against the
sealed Q2S fan thrust in the range from approach to takeoff. Tlie measured values of
JT3D and JT SD peak (aft) PNLT were entered on the appropriate plot at the values of fan
thrust for approach and takeoff conditions. These comparisons are shown, in Figure 52.
The figure shows that the JT8D size Q2S fan improvement is about 6 .5 tone-corrected
PNdB at takeoff conditions. However, if the Q2S fan thrust were reduced to that of the
actual JT81), the sca!sd Q2S fan would be 9.5 PNdB quieter.
Similarly, comparing Q2S fan results at takeoff conditions with the JT3D fan shows the
Q2S fan to be about 9 . 5 PNdB quieter, and at the same thrust to be 13.5 PNdB quieter
than the JT3D fan. At approach conditions the corresponding Q2S fan benefits are about
8.5 PNdB compared to the JT8D and 9.5 PNdB compared with the JT3D engine fan.
Scaled Baseline 025 Fan Versus 1 972 Predicted STF 433 Fan
Using the scaling procedures previously described, the unsuppressed, baseline configuration
A Q2S fan acoustic data , were scaled to the fan diameter, 1 .82 meters [71.6 in.] , of the
STF 433 engine fan. Spectral information for the STF 433 was predicted for the 1972
ATT study (ref. 1) using procedures based on modified JT3D engine fan spectra. The
results of these comparisons are summarized in Table V111.
TABLE VII I — BASELINE 02S FAN SCALED TO STF 433 FAN SIZE
COMPARED WITH
PREDICTED STF 433 FAN NOISE USING 1972 ATT STUDY METHOD
Peak 112 .8m [370 ftl Sideline PNLT
(PNdB Units)
APPROACH
	
Inlet	 Aft
STF 433 Predicted (1972 Method)
	
104.4	 108.0
	
Baseline Q2S. Fan Scaled to STF 433 Size 106.3 	 111.0
(Predicted - Scaled Q2S fan) 	 -1.9	 3.0
TAKEOFF
STF 433 Predicted (1972 Method)	 114A	 118.7.
	
Baseline Q2S Fan Scaled to STF 433 Size 115 .0 	 115.7
(Predicted - Scaled Q2S Fan) 	 -0.6	 3.0
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The results show that the method used in 1972 to predict STF 433 engine noise gives levels
i not too different from scaled data for the Q2S fan test program.i
Figure 53 presents spectral information used in the peak PNLT calculations. The differences
in spectral shape between predicted and scaled Q2S fans reflect the fact that the JT3D
engine fan data were used in the 1972 predictions. Since the ratio of the numbers of blades
in the second stage to the first stage is 32/35 = 0.91 in the JT3D and the STF 433 has a
corresponding ratio of 35/28 = 1.28, the prominences in the spectra do not correspond.
Projected Suppression of STF 433 Size Q2S Fan
The method of scaling unsuppressed Q2S fan baseline data to STF 433 fan size was
described previously. A more complicated procedure was needed to obtain projections for
a fully-suppressed STF 433 including a sonic inlet and fan duct absorbing treatment. This
complication follows from the fact that while the Q2S fan rig and the sonic inlet were
geometric scale models of an STF 433 installation the duct lining tested in configuration B
was not geometrically similar to what would be used in the -STF 433. The lining tested in
configuration B was designed to optimize perceived noise in rig size. Because perceived
noise (PNL or PNLT, etc.) is a psycho-acoustic measure, a lining designed for a larger size
fan would have parameters such as backing depth, perforated facing hole diameter, etc.,
that are different from scaled-up values of the rig parameters. For this reason, scaled
acoustic data obtained from tests. on the fully-suppressed configuration B world not pro-
vide the best estimate of the performance of a suppressed STF 433 installation. In
Appendix B, scaled configuration B data are presented for record purposes.
The method used in projecting values for the suppressed STF 433 installation involved
analytically selecting a liner designed. for full-scale suppression, predicting its attenuation
versus frequency characteristics and applying these predicted attenuations to the STF 433
scaled baseline spectra. The liner geometry and attenuation characteristics are shown in
Figure 54. To obtain the attenuation at various angles in the farfield, these attenuations
were multiplied by the directivity factors shown in Figure 55. In the directions forward of
90 degrees, 1/3-octave band directivity patterns, measured in the sonic inlet tests of
configuration C were used, matching the levels at 90 degrees. An additional benefit of
using this procedure was that the noise characteristics of the .
 Q2S fan were not penalized
unduly for the failure of the specific liner tested to meet predicted levels of performance:
The following results should be representative of what could be expected for a fan installed
with nacelle acoustic treatment that fully meets the level of performance for acoustic
treatment designed using the state-of-the-art that exists in .1975.
As discussed earlier, the sonic inlet essentially ,
 blocked inlet noise propagation when operated
in the choked condition. The specific sonic inlet tested was designed with a relatively short
inlet length, and the diffusion angle downstream of the throat was selected to insure against
flow separation on the walls. This geometry defined a minimum throat area that was too
large to choke at the airflow required for approach thrust along the nominal (fixed duct
exit nozzle) operating line. To achieve choked inlet condition, a variable duct exit nozzle
was assumed, and approach thrust was achieved at a higher fan flow and a much lower fan'
pressure ratio than for fixed nozzle operation. Corrected fan speed for approach was 75
percent of design for the variable exit duct nozzle as compared to 63 percent for the fixed
nozzle.
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Based on the above considerations, the, differences in noise Ievel between the suppressed
and unsuppressed configurations were established and are shown in Table IX, which com-
pares 112.8 meter [370 ft] sideline PNLT levels.of the STF 433 size scaled baseline with
those projected for the suppressed STF 433 installation to establish the inlet and duct
suppression levels. The same speeds (94.5 percent) were used for takeoff of both con-
figurations. For approach, the baseline results were taken at the standard approach
speed (63 percent), and the projected suppressed results used a 75 percent elevated speed
for sonic inlet choking. The peak PNLT levels for each configuration were attained in the
aft quadrant. In the inlet quadrant, peak PNLT values are listed for the baseline. For the
suppressed. fan with the sonic inlet installed,. the values listed are those at the angles where
the baseline inlet PNLT peaked. This procedure was followed since the forward quadrant
noise with the sonic inlet choked fell continuously with angle and had no true peak value
in the inlet quadrant.
TABLE 1X BASELINE STF 433 FROM SCALED Q2S FAN BASELINE
COMPARED WITH
PROJECTED SUPPRESSED STF 433 INSTALLATION
Peak 112.8m [370 ft] Sideline PN LT
(PNdB Units)
APPROACH
Inlet	 Aft
Scaled Baseline .STF 433
	 105.2	 111..0
Projected Suppressed STF 433
	 90:9	 103.4
Suppression
	 143	 7.6	 i
TAKEOFF	 i
Scaled Baseline STF 433	 114.1	 115.7
Projected Suppressed STF 433
	 1 3.4J	 	 0	 105.4
)
Suppression	 10.7	 10.3
The peak aft PNLT values are more significant than the inlet because they were higher and
had greater influence on the flyover noise characteristics to be described subsequently.
The relatively low.PNLT suppression at approach conditions (7.6 PNdB) compared to the
10.3 PNdB suppression at takeoff was due partly to the baseline noise increase associated
with the 75 percent corrected fan speed used for choked inlet operation versus the standard.
63 percent baseline approach speed. This penalty in aft noise amounted to 5.4 PNdB and
will be discussed later. In effect, the treatment was therefore producing 7.6 +.5.4 = 13
PNdB reduction of PNLT at a common 75 percent elevated speed'. Spectral information
used in obtaining Table IX is shown in Figure 56
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In. the aft angle takeoff spectra, Figure 56d, the effect of the assumed liner is clear.
Attenuation begins in the 630 Hz band so that below this band both configurations follow
the same low-frequency linear rolloff characteristic described in the Data Reduction section.
l	 Above 630 Hz,the baseline spectrum rises and the suppressed spectrum levels fall as the
peak liner attenuation is approached. Between 2500 Hz and 4000 Hz the liner is attenuating
about 19 dB from the baseline. Although not shown on this figure, beyond 4000 Hz the
suppressed spectrum was essentially flat due to the combl'oation of falling baseline noise
and diminishing liner attenuation. As noted, these data apply to a sideline distance of
112.8 meter [370 ft] . In flight comparisons to be shown later, Nigh thrust operation is
associated with distances from the noise measuring stations that are at least 314.8 meter
E	
[ 1000 ft] greater. Because of extra air-attenuation effects, the high frequency portions of
the spectra will be reduced relatively more than the low frequency levels. Consequently, at
3
flight distances the takeoff suppressed spectrum levels around 500 Hz control peak PNLT.
j	 The approach power spectra in Figure 56b are more difficult to follow due to the fan speed
change discussed previously. In the baseline spectrum at 63 percent speed, the significant
tone around 3150 Hz corresponds to twice 2nd-stage rotor Blade-passage-frequency. For
the suppressed configuration operating at 75 percent speed,this tone is moved up to the
4000 Hz band. In addition, the unsuppressed Ievel of this tone band increased 6 dB or 7 dB.
Therefore, while it may appear from the figure that the liner was reducing this tone by
about 10 dB, the liner was really absorbing 16 dB or 17 dB since the source level increased.
By referring to Figures 56 and 51, the spectra of the suppressed configuration of the rig
scaled to ATT study engine size can be compared with JT3D and JT8D fan noise levels in
typical static test hardware without acoustic suppression.
i
ATT AIRPLANE FAR 36 FLYOVER NOISE CALCULATIONS	 k
Airplane Characteristics and FAR 36 Noise Limits	 a
For a given engine, the aircraft in which it is installed affects both the resulting EI' B and
the FAR 36 noise limits that must be met. The resulting EMB are affected by the variation
of airplane altitude and engine power requirements with aircraft weight and operating cha-
racteristics. Noise limits established in FAR 36 are functions of aircraft takeoff gross weight.
In the following presentation of scaled STF 433 information, a takeoff gross weight of
1.361 x 10$ kg [3.0 x 10 5 ibm] was used for the ATT aircraft. Three STF 433 engines
were employed, each developing 1.38 x 10 6N [3.0 x 104 lbf] total (fan plus primary) static
takeoff thrust. Fan diameter was 1.82 meter [71.6 in.] .
Table X presents pertinent information applicable to the fan noise characteristics of this
installation.
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TABLE X — FAR 36 REQUIREMENTS FOR FLYOVER NOISE
THREE STF433 ENGINES 1.82m (71.6 in.) DIAMETER FAN
Condition
	
Sideline	 Approach	 Cutback	 Takeoff
FAR 36 Limit	 105 EPNdB	 106 EPNdB	 103 EPNdB	 103 EPNdB
Altitude or Distance	 487.7m [1600 ft]	 112.8m [370 ft]	 429.8m [1410ft) 448.1m [1470 ft]
Percent Design Fan
Speed	 94.5	 63/75*	 90	 94.5
Air Speed
	
78.6m/sec[285 ft/sec] 	 79.2m/sec[260 ft/sec] 	 88.4m/sec	 88.4m/sec
[290 ftfsecl	 [290 ft/sec]
*75 percent speed required to choke sonic inlet
STF 433 Scaled Q2S Fan Baseline Flyover Noise
Before comparing the fan noise levels of the fully treated Q2S fan with FAR 36 noise limits;
it is instructive to first examine how the fan noise from an unsuppressed installation com-
pares with FAR 36 noise limits. EPNdB values were obtained by simulating on a computr.r
the time histories of the flight conditions given in Table. X in a ntianner described in the
Data Reduction section. Tlw&e values are given in Table XI together with the FAR 36
limits. {
TABLE XI — CALCULATED Q2S FAN SCALED BASELINE FLYOVER NOISE
ATT AIRPLANE WITH THREE STF 433 ENGINES	 4
(EPNdB Units)
Condition	 Sideline	 Approach	 Cutback	 Takeoff
FAR 36 Limit 	 106	 106	 103	 103
Q2S Fan Scaled Baseline STF 433	 100.5	 106.3	 100.0	 101.3
TSAR 36 - STF 433	 5.5	 -0.3	 3.0	 1.7
avg diff = 2.7
avg Jiff = 2.5
	
-	
J
1
Table XI makes it clear that the Q2S baseline fair when scaled to STF 433 size is generally
better than FAR 36 limits by significant amounts at sideline, cutback, and full takeoff
power conditions and tIsat it essentially meets the approach requirements. The average
improvement over requirements is 2.5 EPNdB for the four conditions and when averaged
for sideline, approach, and cutback amounts to a 2,7 EPNdB margin. These fan noise
Ievels, scaled to STF 433 size, are lower than were predicted for the unsuppressed fan of
the ATT study engine in 1972.
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Figure 57 (reproduced from Figure 8 of reference 1) shows the Ievels that had been pre-
dicted for the STF 433 ATT installation. The tops of the bar-graphs represent the basic
engine noise levels which were controlled by fan noise at all three FAR 36 conditions. The
predicted values are, approximately: I EPNdB above FAR 36 for sideline, 1 EPNdB below
at approach, and meeting the FAR 36 limit at cutback power, thus just meeting FAR 36
limits. on the average — fall power takeoff is not presented. These results illustrate that the
basic fan source-noise of the Q2S fan is less than was predicted in 1972, particularly at the
sideline condition.
Projected Suppressed STF 433 Flyover Noise
In this section, results of flyover calculations leading to EPNdB levels are given for the
projected suppressed STF 433 configuration described in a previous section. In the pre-
vious section static peals noise levels are presented for a frill-scale Q2S fan incorporating a
sonic inlet device and assuming attenuations for a discharge duct liner tuned to STF 433
size frequency requirements. Thus configuration is designated the "projected" suppressed
STF 433.
In the "Statement-of-Work" for the subject contract (NAS3-16811), the following sentence
was included: "A reduction of 20 dB below current requirements shall be a goal." This
20 dB (EPNdB) figure should be considered in the context of the results of the 1972 ATT
study which motivated the current experimental Q2S fan program. A four-step series of
EPNdB. levels may be extracted from the ATT study report (ref. 1). The STF 433 powered
ATT airplane was predicted to meet the following noise levels with respect.to FAR Part 36
requirements:
1. FAR 36 minus 20 EPNdB, by using a combination of special noise abatement
maneuvers and advanced (1985) acoustic liner technology.
2. FAR 36 minus 15 EPNdB, by employing advanced (1985) acoustic liners alone.
3. FAR 36 minus 10 EPNdB with current (1972) liner technology.
4. FAR 36 requirements could be met with the baseline STF 433 engine without
employing inlet or fan discharge duct suppression.
The difference between FAR 36 minus 20 EPNdB and FAR 36 minus 15 EPNdB is due to
special flight maneuvers, and achievement of FAR 36 minus 15 EPNdB depends on the
development of advanced acoustic liner technology that will be available for use by 1985.
The contract goal of 20 dB quoted previously corresponds by inference to item 1 in the
four-step chain of levels listed above, and is therefore equivalent to attaining FAR 36 minus
15 EPNdB without recourse to special flight maneuvers. As discussed in the previous
section, the Q2S fan data without inlet or fan discharge duct suppression was projected to
be an average of 2.7 EPNdB below FAR 36 limits, thus surpassing the requirements stated
in item 4 above.
a
The acoustic treatment attenuation assumed in making the following projection for the
suppressed STF 433 was selected as representing the best current (1975) technology, not
speculative 1985 liner-teelmology. It should be noted that the treatment tested in this
program did not meet the levels of attenuation assumed in this evaluation. The 1975
levels of attenuation used are warranted on the basis of data from other investigations.
Item 3 above, asserting that FAR 36 minus 10 EPNdB can be achieved with current
technology, does not appear explicitly in reference 1, but is based on the tables in reference 6
(pp 1-12, 2-12, and 3-12) which contain background information for reference 1. Based
on material presented in reference 6, it is evident that 1971-1972 liner technology was
predicted to provide reductions of about 10 EPNdB.
Table XII presents the calculated EPNdB levels for the "projected suppressed" STF 433
installation and compares them with FAR 36. limits.
TABLE X11 —.PROJECTED SUPPRESSED CALCULATIONS
7aTT A] RPLANE WITH THREE SUPPRESSED STF 433 ENGINES
{EPNdB Units}
Condition
	 Sideline	 Approach	 Cutback	 Takeoff
FAR 36 Limit	 106	 106	 103	 103
Projected Suppressed STF 433
	 94.0	 97.8	 93.8	 94.7
Difference	 12.0	 8.2	 9.2	 8.3
avg. dill. = 9.8
	
s	 -	 -
avg. diff. = 9.4
1
It is.
 seen that averaging sideline, approach, and cutback results shows the projected
suppressed STF 433 to be about 10 EPNdB below FAR 36 limits. Since these calculations 1
incorporated :assumed attenuations for 1975 liner technology, the projected suppressed
configuration essentially meets the characteristics predicted in 1972 for use of "current"
suppression technology. Using average Figures, it appears that achievement of the 1985
technology goal of FAR 36 minus 15 EPNdB depends on obtaining an additional suppres-
sion increment of a little more than 5 EPNdB through development of acoustic liner tech-
nology by 1985. Additional discussion of the gap between current results and the 1985
goal, together with possible means for narrowing it, is contained. in the following two sections.
Noise Estimates With Sonic Inlet Redesign 	 -
As shown in Table XI, a level of only 8.2 EPNdB below FAR limits was achieved at the 	 j
approach condition. To understand the cause it is necessary to recall that the baseline
engine operates at 63 percent of design speed, but the suppressed engine speed must be in-
creased to about 75 percent of design speed in order to choke the sonic inlet.. Figure 58
shows peak aft PNLT generated by the baseline fan as a function of speed for both the Q2S
fan and the scaled STF 433- the change in shape from small to large scale is a result of
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shifting spectra into different annoyance bands as scale is changed. It can be seen in Table
XIII that the source tone-corrected noise level increases 5.4 PNdB due to this speed in-
crease and the EPNdB was increased by 3.6 units.
TABLE XIII — BASELINE NOISE SOURCE INCREASE
WITH ELEVATED APPROACH SPEED
ATT AIRPLANE WITH THREE STF 433 ENGINES
	
PNLT	 EPNdB
kl	 Standard approach 63% speed 	 115.8	 106.3
Choked inlet approach 7517a speed	 121.2	 109.9
Source noise increase	 5.4	 3.6
To evaluate the fan discharge duct liner performance isolated, from the effects of speed change,
a comparison was made between baseline and projected suppressed configurations, both opera-
ting at the common elevated .75 percent.of design speed, in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV — APPROACH POWER COMPARISON i
BASELINE AND SUPPRESSED FAN AT 75 PERCENT SPEED
ATT AIRPLANE WITH THREE STF 433 ENGINF..S
'i
	
PNL.T	 EPNdB	
3
Scaled baseline - 75% speed	 121.2	 109.9
Projected Suppressed - 75% speed 	 108.2	 97.8
"True" Suppression
	
13.0
	
12.1
This comparison provides a . better indication of the liner performance. The effect of the
liner was evaluated at a common engine speed so that its performance is not biased by the
change in source noise occasioned by the engine speed increase involved in the first com-
parison in Table XII. This suggests that a possible "systems" solution is to employ a more
sophisticated sonic inlet design that would allow adequate noise suppression at approach
with little or no fan speed increase requirement. A more aggressive approach to the sonic
inlet design, involving boundary layer control or more wall treatment, could probably lead
to a more sophisticated device in which no significant fan speed increase would be required.
Presuming the existence of such a device, it is possible to estimate the projected noise levels
that would be achieved. This estimate is made by applying the suppression provided by the
discharge treatment, given in Table XIV, to the scaled baseline data at the standard 63 per-
cent approach speed. The results are shown in Table XV.
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TABLE XV W- ESTIMATED APPROACH NOISE USING NEW
SONIC INLET CHOKED AT 63 PERCENT SPEED
ATT Al RP LAN E WITH THREE STF 433 ENGINES
	
PNLT	 EMB
Scaled Baseline, 63% Speed	 115.8	 106.3
Liner Suppression (Table X111) 	 13.0	 12.1
Estimated Suppressed STF 433 	 102.8	 94.2
FAR 36 Approach Limit 	 106.0
Result with Respect to FAR 36 Limit 	 11.8
This estimate now projects a suppressed STF 433 installation that is 11.8 EPNdB below
FAR 36 at approach, as compared with the 75 percent speed operation giving FAR 36
minus 8.2 EPNdB (Table XII). The 3.6 EPNdB improvement is of course just the reduction
in baseline noise. achieved by dropping fan speed from 75 percent to the standard 63 per-
cent approach condition (Table X1II).
These estnnates were made based on a new sonic inlet which would give adequate suppres-
sion at 63 percent corrected approach fan speed. The aft noise at approach was appreciably
higher than the inlet noise. Therefore, a sonic inlet with some acoustic treatment, but
operating unchoked, might be used with little change in the approach noise level. This
technique, however,.would increase duration of high noise levels and might adversely affect
EPNdB.
A tabulated summary of the projected suppressed STF 433 with a new sonic inlet design is
given. in Table XVI in terms of EPNdB reductions relative to current FAR 36 requirements,
and compares these estimates w?Lh the 1985 program goals.
TABLE XVI — ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS WITH RESPECT TO FAR 3.6
AND 1985 TECHNOLOGY GOALS
(NEW SONIC INLET FOR APPROACH)
ATT AIRPLANE WITH THREE SUPPRESSED STF 433 ENGINES
USING 1975 TECHNOLOGY TREATMENT
(UNITS: EPNdB Below FAR 36 Limits)
Sideline	 Approach	 Cutback
1985 Technology Goals 	 15	 15	 15
1^^ S
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These figures reflect the previously discussed result that the scaled baseline fan was quieter
than predicted, and show what improvements must be accomplished to meet the 1985 goal.
It is reasonable to expect that the additional 3.2 EPNdB required at approach can be
achieved, either by liner technology advances or by fan source noise improvements. At
approach, there is significant energy associated with the first harmonic of the 2nd-stage
rotor blade-frequency, a tone which probably could be reduced in the unsuppressed baseline
fan by techniques that have been developed for fan noise control at the source and were
discussed previously.
The 6.8 EPNdB deficit at cutback power is another matter, however. It is not simply that
the improvement needed here is twice that required at approach, but rather that the means
for achieving any substantial improvement in the fan source noise at high power are not
evident because prominent tones that could be reduced by fan design changes are not
present in the high power spectra. The achievement of further reductions at this condition
depends on improvements in acoustic liner technology as discussed in the following section.
Improved Liner Requirements
As previously described, the application of assumed liner attenuation to the aft fan spectra
resulted in noise in the range of 500 Hz being the factor that controlled peak PNdB at
realistic flight distances for takeoff operation. The problem therefore is essentially one of
residual low-frequency fan noise. This area has received relatively little attention both with
respect to the nature of the generating mechanisms in the fan responsible for the source
noise and also in the area of acoustic duct treatment designed for low-frequency absorption.
It is therefore clear that it would be unrealistic to predict that a further reduction of 6.8
EPNdB can be achieved through routine developmental work. Rather, a new, intensive
program is required to examine this problem area and to formulate programs for studying
the nature of the noise generating mechanisms involved to determine whether noise source
reductions are possible and to determine whether liners with substantially better low-
frequency absorptio-i characteristics can be devised without sacrificing the required high-
frequency suppression capability. Based on 1975 technology, the high frequency attenua-
tion of the assumed liner used in the flyover noise projections was excellent. The peak
attenuations were on the order of 20 dB and held for about a full octave, from about 2000
Hz to 4000 Hz. These high attenuations and wide bandwidths could not have been attained
by a primitive design. Equally impressive was the observation that a inininium of 15 dB
attenuation was provided between 1600 Hz to 6300 Hz at approach - a range of two
octaves.
In addition to the spectral attenuation properties required to provide more attenuation,
attenuation directivity also presents a problem in the reduction of EPNdB in flight. Figure
55 shows the assumed variation of attenuation with farfield directivity that was used, and
some of the source data that entered into this selection. Between 90 and 115 degrees, full-
liner attenuation was attained. This covers the range where peak PNLT occurred for the
baseline configurations at both approach and takeoff power. Therefore, the liner attenua-
lion directivity cannot be the cause of poor peak PNLT reductions. However, the fairly
rapid fall-off of liner attenuation at angles aft of 120 degrees should be noted. This lack of
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attenuation is typical of all known liner configurations and does not affect peak PNLT, but
it does have an effect on calculated duration corrections for a flyover and hence has an
adverse effect on EPNdB.
The effect on suppression of duration is well known. With a suppressed configuration, the
noise is always lower at any instant in the flyover than it is at the corresponding time for
the unsuppressed engine. however, EPNdB is obtained by essentially integrating the
instantaneous PNLT over a time interval during which the noise is within 10 PNdB of its
peak value. If a suppressor reduces noise uniformly in all directions, the resulting time
history would have the same shape as the baseline with constant reductions at each instant,
so that the integration time would be the same in both baseline and suppressed configurations
and the numerical value of suppression would be the same in EPNdB units as in peak PNLT
units. But with actual duct lining, peak suppression is greater than suppression when the.
airplane is well past the overhead position. The resulting PNLT versus time curve is "flatter"
so the integration time during which the noise is within 10 PNdB of its peak is longer, and
the reduction in EPNdB may be significantly less than the peak PNLT reduction due to this
apparent increase in duration. To improve this basic situation, new research efforts in duct
lining directivity are needed. An added problem is that no improvements in directivity can
be allowed at the expense of reduced peak attenuations or bandwidth, for, as was discussed
above, these also must be improved.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Acoustic characteristics of the 0.836 meter [32.9 in.] diameter Q2S fan, a geometrically
scaled version of the STF433 engine fan, were evaluated. Acoustic design features of the
basic fan included absence of inlet guide vanes, low tip speed to minimize combination tone
or "buzz saw" noise, moderate stage pressure loading, large axial spacings between blade
rows, .choice of blade and vane numbers to provide cut-off fundamental rotor blade frequen-
cies, and acoustic treatment in the interstage cases. Tests were also conducted in a fully sup-
pressed configuration which included, in addition, a sonic inlet with translating center body
and a downstream treated . circumferential sputter and extensive acoustic treatment on the
walls of the discharge duct. Acoustic results were scaled to predict noise for the 1.82 meter
[71.6 in.] STF433 fan. Static noise comparisons were made between the scaled Q2S fan
and two current production two-stage fans. Flyover noise calculations were made for an ad-
vanced transport aircraft utilizing three STF 433 engines. Calculations were made for both
unsuppressed and fully suppressed configurations, and the results of these calculations were
compared to FAR 36limits.
BASELINE Q2S FAN RESULTS
The essential acoustic results from tests of.the baseline Q2S fan were as follows:
1. Inlet noise spectra revealed tones at the fundamental and first harmonic frequency
of the 1st-stage rotor blade-passing-frequency. These tones are believed due to
flow disturbance peculiar to ground tests and may not be present in flight...
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2. There was no combination tone, "buzz saw", noise in the noise spectra..
3. Under all test conditions peak aft noise levels exceeded inlet levels b small to^ p	 Y
moderate amounts.
4. Aft peak PNLT increased essentially linearly with fan speed, and was relatively
insensitive to pressure ratio at any given speed.
5. Aft radiated noise spectra showed a significant tone at twice 2nd-stage rotor blade-
passing-frequency at low speeds and a prominent fundamental 2nd-stage rotor
blade-passing-frequency tone at takeoff speed.
6. Neither the inlet nor exit spectra showed any significant tones corresponding to
multiples of the difference between fundamental 1st-stage and 2nd-stage rotor
blade-passing-frequency.
FULLY SUPPRESSED 02S FAN ACOUSTIC RESULTS
The following overall acoustic results were obtained from tests of the Q2S fan with the
sonic inlet and treated discharge duct:
1. With the sonic inlet cent;rbody in either the approach or takeoff position and
operating with the inlet choked, the sonic inlet essentially eliminated noise radia-
ted from the fan inlet:	 . .
2. Adverse effects of the sonic inlet on fan efficiency and stall margin were small.
The rig was.operated at 150 rpm above the fan speed for complete choking of the
inlet with no fan operating or speed control problems.
3. The sonic inlet had no measurable effect on aft radiated noise.
4. For operation with the inlet choked, aft quadrant noise was predominant and for-
ward quadrant noise was primarily due to noise radiated from the fan exit.
5. The noise attenuations achieved by the treated exit duct walls and treated sputter
were less than predicted values. At 75 percent of corrected design fan speed, the
measured attenuation of peak PNLT, at a 112.8 meter [370 ft.] sideline distance
was 8.5 PNdB compared to a predicted value of 11 PNdB. And at 40 percent of 	 I
corrected fan speed, the measured value was 11.5 PNdB as compared to a predic-
ted value of 16 PNdB. Narrow band analysis ruled out background noise as an ap
parent cause of poor treatment attenuation.
6. Peak measured one-third octave band noise reductions were on the order of 15 dB
versus an expected 22 dB. Narrowband analysis similarly showed lower than ex-
pected reductions in discrete frequency tones.
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7. 'Measured attenuation bandwidth was narrower than expected. Measured peak
attenuation was generally confined to a single one-third octave band and dropped
to about half peak attenuation in adjacent bands. Predictions indicated large at-
tenuations over a full octave frequency range.
S. The measured frequency where peak attenuation occurred departed from predic-
tions by about one octave. Peak attenuation was predicted in the 2 kHz to 3 kHz
range, whereas, measured peak attenuation occurred around 4 kHz at 40 percent
of design corrected fan speed and between 6.3 kHz and 8 kHz at 75 percent speed.
9. At 40 percent of design corrected fan speed, the exit duct treatment actually gen-
erated extra noise in the high frequency range. This noise appeared as a broad-
band spectrum increase between 8 kHz to 10 kHz. In addition, a cluster of pro-.
minent discrete tones extended above this broadband spectrum. This high fre-
quency noise may have been caused by vortex shedding from the splitter and its
support struts due to the impact of turbulent flow on the sputter or by aerodynamic
excitation of liner cavity resonances.
FULL.-SCALE STATIC NOISE COMPARISONS
Acoustic data comparisons were made between the fan source noise estimates for the STF
433 engine fan and the current JT81) and JT3D two-stage fans. Comparisons were also made
between JTSD and JT3D fan noise and Q2S fan data scaled to these engine fan diameters.
Only aft noise is presented because it always exceeded inlet noise. These data comparisons
are for static ground tests with standard inlets and hardwall (untreated) exit duds. Compari-
sons are based on maximum tone .corrected perceived noise levels (PNLT) for a 112.8 meter
[370 ft.] sideline distance. Results were as follows:
1. When scaled to the 1.82 meter [71.2 in] fan diameter of the STF 433 engine, the
Q2S fan is about 1.4 PNLT quieter than the current JTSD fan at approach and
about 0.9 PNLT quieter at takeoff conditions. Since both size and thrust of the
1.82 meter [71.6 inI diameter scaled Q2S fan are larger than in the JT81), the
noise improvements were actually greater than listed above. Resealing the Q2S
fan to the 1.03 meter [40.5 in.] diameter of the JTSD fan, and comparing noise
at the approach and takeoff thrusts developed by the JTSD fan, shows that this
scaled Q2S fan was about 8.5 PNLT quieter than the JT8D at approach and 9.5
PNLT quieter at takeoff.
2. Comparing the 1.82 meter [71.6 in.] diameter scaled Q2S fan with the current
JT3D engine fan indicates improvements of 5.6 PNLT at approach and 6.4 PNLT
at takeoff conditions. Resealing the Q2S fan to the 1.25 meter [50.5 in.] diame-
ter of the JT3D fan and comparing noise at the fan thrusts of the JT31) indicates
that the JT3D size Q2S fan was quieter than the current JT3D by about 9.5 PNLT
at approach and 13.5 PNLT at takeoff. I
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n3. 'In a 1972 NASA study contract, predictions based on modifications to 7T3D en-
gine acoustic data were made for the STF 433 engine fan. These predictions were
compared with static Q2S fan data scaled to STF 433 fan size and show that ap-
proach noise had been underpredicted by 3 PNLT and takeoff noise had been over-
predicted by the same amount. This comparison indicates that the method used
in 1972 to predict STF 433 noise gave results that were in reasonable agreement
with scaled data measured in the actual Q2S fan test program.
FLYOVER NOISE COMPARISONS WITH FAR 36 LIMITS
Flyover noise calculations were made for an Advanced Technology Transport aircraft using
three two-stage fan STF 433 engines in unsups;;,,°used and suppressed configurations and as-
suming current flight maneuver patterns. These engines used Q2S fans scaled to a tip dia-
meter of 1.82 meters [71.6 in.] .
Because exit duct treatment was designed in rig size and because the duct treatment tested
gave much lower attenuations than generally achieved by similar treatments, current atte7, via-
tion predictions were used to obtain exit duct attenuation in these calculations. The results
of comparisons of the calculated flyover noise levels with FAR 36 limits are as follows:
1. Comparison of the calculated flyover noise values for the aircraft with three un-
suppressed STF 433 engines with FAR 36 limits showed the STF 433 powered
aircraft to be 5.5 EPNdB below limits at the sideline condition, 0.3 EPNdB higher
at approach, 3 EPNdB lower at cutback, and 1.7 EPNdB lower at takeoff. These
values are believed to be conservative because no corrections were applied for such
factors as ground induced inlet distortion effects.
2. Comparisons of calculated flyover noise values for the aircraft with three fully
treated STF 433 engines with FAR 36 limits showed the STF 433 powered air-
craft to be 12, 8.2, 9.2, and 8.3 EPNdB below limits for the sideline, approach,
cutback, and takeoff conditions respectively. The calculation for the choked inlet
approach condition was based on a higher than normal fan corrected speed (75
.percent vs. 63 percent of design) and assumed the use of a variable duct exhaust
nozzle:
3.. Use of a more sophisticated sonic inlet that would permit a corrected fan speed
of 63 percent of design for approach resulted in a calculated STF 433 powered
aircraft approach noise level which was 11.8 EPNdB below FAR 36 limits.
.4. A . 1985 noise level for transport aircraft of FAR 36 minus 20 EPNdB is desired.
This goal includes special flight maneuvers which were not considered in the sub-
ject study. With conventional flight patterns, a level of FAR 36 minus 15 EPNdB
is desired. Based on the projected noise values for the STF 433 powered transport,
improvements in noise suppression of about 3 EPNdB at sideline and approach and
about 7 EPNdB at cutback power are required if 1985 noise goals are to be met.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The acoustic performance of the baseline Q2S fan concept indicates that this design has
potential for future applications. Further optimization of acoustic development fea-
tures, such as variations in stator design and spacing can be expected to give additional
noise reductions. A program for further optimizing these features should be imple-
mented.
2. Programs for advancing the state-of-the-art of discharge duct liner technology must be
reexamined and intensified significantly beyond presently planned levels if the 1985
goals of FAR 36 minus 15 dB and FAR 36 minus 20 dB (using special flight procedures)
are to be approached.
3. Further diagnostic tests should be conducted to establish why the attenuation charac-
teristics of the test liner, predicted using methods that have proved reliable when app-
lied to less extensively treated ducts, were unsatisfactory in this case.
4. Further work is required on sonic inlets to permit higher suppression at low flows so
that fan speed at approach can be; wnimized. This will not only reduce approach noise,
but will permit use of a fixed a%-a duct exit nozzle. Consideration should be given to
both short length, high diff-t4on ratio inlets and to combinations of high throat Mach
numbers and acoustic wali treatment.
A area, meters2 [ft2
 ]
CA circular are
D diameter, meters [in.]
dB decibels
dB(A) decibels, A-scale measurement
E excitation per rotor revolution
EPNdB effective perceived noise, dB
F degrees Fahrenheit
FAR 36 Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 36.
H height, meters [in.]
Hz hertz, cycles per second
in inch
1	 ... 1000 Hz
L length; meters [in.]
M average inlet throat Mach number
m meters
MCA multiple circular are
N rotor speed, rpm
Noy perceived noisiness
OASPL overall sound pressure level dB (SO Hz -
P total pressure, N/m2 [lbf/in.z
 ]
PNdB perceived noise, dB
PNL perceived noise level, PNdB
PNLT perceived noise level tone corrected, Pr
R rotor
r number of rotor blades
rpm revolutions per minate
S stator
s number of stator vanes
SPL sound pressure level, dB re. 0.0002 dyn+
W weight flow, kg/sec llbm/sec]
i
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
S	 ratio of total pressure to standard pressure of 1.013 X 105N/m2
[211 G lbf/ft2
 ]
B	 ratio of total temperature to standard temperature of 288.2°K
[518.7°R]
1/3 OCT
	
one-third octave
Corrected Speed	 Nl-,/U, rpm
Corrected Flow	 Wv 678, kg/sec [hbm/sec]
Scaled Baseline A
Scaled Config. B
Suppression (A-B)
FAR 36 Limits
FAR 36 — Scaled
. Config B.
API?ENDIX B
SCALED CONFIGURATION B RESULTS
In the section on full-mscale comparisons, it was explained that the acoustic duct liner had
been tuned to obtain the best results in the Q2S fan rig size and was therefore not geome-
trically similar to a realistic liner for absorbing noise in a full-scale engine. Therefore, scaling
the suppressed configuration test results in the manner that the baseline configuration data
were processed would not, a priori, give realistic information about a suppressed STF 433
size fan.
Furthermore, the test results for the actual liner used on the Q2S fan were both disappoint
ing and, more importantly, cannot be explained without further work beyond the scope of
this program, Therefore, it cannot be assumed that a full-size version of the test liner would
obey the scaling laws since it failed to satisfy several other predicted behavior patterns.
Despite these considerations, the data from the fully suppressed configuration B were put
through the computer scaling and flyover noise program as a matter of interest. The result-
ing figures are presented here solely to report the work done. It is evident that they should
not be used outside of the context of the discussion in the preceding two paragraphs.
TABLE XVII — SCALED BASELINE AND SUPPRESSED CONFIGURATION B RESULTS
ATT AIRPLANE WITH THREE STF 433 ENGINES
(Both PN LT & EPNdB Units)
SIDELINE	 APPROACH	 CUTBACK
PNLT	 EPNdB	 PNLT	 EPNdB	 PNLT	 EPNdB
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2rv. 71.6 71.0 74-4 70.2 7:1.1 69.4 67.2 65.9 65.5 6!.0 65.0 65.6 66.1 65.1 66.5 1,5.6 68.3 71.9 -72.6 69.0
2:uir 71.8 71.6 71.b 71.6 7 .8 69.5 6B.1 E6.3 t•5.2 64.6 64.5 64.7 65.2 65.4 66.9 67.7 72.8 79.3 7702 77.4
3LBv 74.9 .75.4 77:3 .77.,1 77.5 74.9 73.2 71.2 67.6 6t .J '65.4 65.1 64.a 64.7 65.4 65.9 ' 7 1, .a 74.9 74.7 70.9
4 ,160 74.2 75.3 75.11 76.5 02.8 74.7 72.n 69.9 68,5 66.1 4.4.4 14.6 66.2 65.2 65.0 64.6 6R.3 73.0 7Z.1 68.9
5 1.eJ . 7+.4 73.8 74.13 74.: 74.8 72.7 71.6 6Y.6 66.5 6h.0 65:2 65.7 67.1 66.0 65.7 67.0 69.6 711.6 72.9 68.6
63,)u 72.3 72.5 73.1 73.3 73.1 70.9 69.5 60.1 65.2 64.9 66.0 67.3 69.4 619.4 67.9 67.9 660 68.7 67.9 65.2
81'" 7...+5 77.4 73.9 72.b 72.1 7tq.L• 68.5 67.6 .67.2 69.7 70.D ,71.3 73.7 72.7 73.9 70.1 67.0 66.6 65.4 62.0
1.10.j 6903 1,6.8 69.8 19.6 77.4 A9.5 68.4 70.2 72.7 75.5 75.6 76.5 79.6 71.7 79.1 73.1 70.4 67.0 65.5 62.2
125uU 69.3 6vB 61• .4 65.2 65x7 14.3 b2.6 61x6 61.6 61.9 6416 66.2 61.7 65.7 fB.1 65.8 62.6 59.A 57.5 54.6
16 .100 61.2 611.0 61!.1 610.7 6 1 .6 59.4 579.5 57.4 57.b 57.5 6U.2 61.2 61.9 61'.5 62.2 61.4 50.7 34.7 5.3 5.6
26i00 60.9 R.7 12.8 59.5 9.5 9 15 916 8.7 60.1 60.3 60.8 1-1.9 9.7 14.2 63.6 60.6 10.9 .0.7 I0.6 •10.2
TSPL 87.o 1sf..2 08.0 86.0' 86.7 05.0 P5.3 63.3 85.2 83.4 85.3 83.7 86.3 04.0 B6.8 84.3 86.7. 87.9 89.4 85.2
OAS PL 0.5 85.! b7.9 115.9 bb.6 85.G b5.2 83.2 85.2 83.3 85.3 03.6 86.2 83.9 86.7. 84.2 $6 n7 87.9 89.4 85.2
PoLT IuO.7 lw,, l 103.0 162.1 10!..7 1CC.4 99.8 97.4 9b.3 95.2 95.6 95.8 97.7 9b.0 98.1 95.6 98.6 102.6 20109 970
NNL 99.2 'PB.2 100.5. 49.3 133•f. 97.T 97.3 95.0 94.0 93.2 9401 93.7 95.9 93.T 96.2 93.5 97.3 100.7. 100.$, 95.9
DBA 04.3 u4.3 05.9 85.4 87.5 83.8 192.7 041.8 80.4 79.6 B0.2 79.9. B1.8 60.1 82.2	 1 79.7 . 82.3 85.9 86.2 "8108
BAND 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I8 2 2
7CLIRR 1.5 2.3 2.4 2.0 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.4 1.5 2.1 1.6 2.l 1.7 .2.3 1.7 2.1 1.6 2.0 I.5 1.4
MAXIMUM OASFL =	 81J.37 COMPOSITE SI1L	 : 91.30
MAXIMUM PNLT =	 105. 66 L'GHPuSITE PNL = 104.75
MAXIMUM PNL =	 ] 03.31. PNLT fINTEGRATEDI = 113.06
MAXIMUM DPA c	 07.49
Extrapolated Sideline Printout
• CONDITION r 3268
ALTITUDE 200. FT SInEl.INE
W.1 U CT
FREQUENCY MICRnPHnNE ANGLES IN DEGREES(FIIf 10, 20 _ 30 4U 50 • 60	 ._ . 70 F. 9n L00 105 110 115 120 _ . 130. .. 140 150 160 170
5u 48.5 58.0 •59.3 13.4 63.1 0.7 63.7 66.6 64.3 66.3 63.4 66.7 64.4' 66.1 63.8 64.0 61.1 59.6 $3.0
63 59.1 16.6 .68.4 72.4 73.0 70.7 74.1 75.6 750 75.8 . 74.3 76.4 75.3 75.8 74.4 73.2 70.7 68.1 -60.0
87 » 40.1 59.5 57.7 64.0 59.B 65.7 60.5 66.3 61.1 66.6 59.9 '65.1 58.8 64.6 60.0 63.4 58.3 58.7 . 59.3
10D: 45.9 .60.0 53.6 64+0 58.6 660 59.4 67.5 59.8 66.9 59.1 66.5 58.3 65:9 59.6 65.1 57.4 58.6 47.4
115 47.4 63.3 57.0 67.9 . 56.5 OE1.8 63.3 70.9 65.8 71.2 67.0 69.4 62.0 70.7 63.9 67.6 59.6 61.7 4ri.1
160 47.1 0.6 56.., t8.7 r:r.5 69.4. c2.5 71.4 64.2 71.1 6ti.o 71-P 64.3 711.5 65.3 68.9 63.1 64.3 50.8
2 :30 4H.W 63,4 Se.7 mi. 1, 63.2 69.7 65.0 71 .h 65.6 71 .2 6P.0 .71.3 66 .46 7C.5 67.2 69 .3 670 646.6 53.6
750 .v.#+ 63.2 61.2 t7.3 63.1 69.4 66.8 71.1. 68.2 71.6 69.3 69.8 64.8 71.5 66.B 60.2 64.9 63.7 54.8
} 315 51.4 61.3 bi,.3 67.1 65.3 69.2' 66.1 70.9 68.4 70.1 67.5 70.1 66.E 69.6 66.1 68.7 67.6 65.9 58.1
400 49.1. &O.H 6L• .1 06.1 64.1 6EN .0 65.4 69.3 67.6 69.2 66.8 68.0 64.6 6E'.9 65.0 68.1 67.0. 6R.5 55.5
Y^ 5G0 48.3 5y.5 50.1 . 65.1 62.7 67.1 65.7 69.1 65.4 67.9 65.3 67.3 64.4 67.9 64.7 67.5 67.6 67.5 56.0
631 47.5 :,8.4 5L.S t4..} 62.2 n;.9 64.11 67.7 64.3 47.5 65.1 670 84.2 67.8 64.7 66.1 67.1 65.0 53.6
BEV 46.2 56.8 57.E t2.7 61.3 64.9 6[.7 66.2 63.2 65.9 63.6 66.2 64.a 66.0 63.1 64.8 64.3 62.1 50.4
1000 47.4 a7.0 50.4 62.6 11.9 64.1 67.2 65.? 62.9 65.0 _63.4 64.7 62.3 65.4 62.0 62.1 63.4 60.6 49.4
IZ50
it-00
54.1
56.1
56.0
65.6
6`s.9
69.2
t,3.A
71.5
6,1.6
71.9
64.4
71.4
63.5
70.3
64.5
67.3
62.6
67.0
63.4
65.7
62.0
64.8
63.3
64.7
61.8
63.8
63.8
64.2
60.6
61.7
61.7
61.7
62.4
63.0
54.5
$9.9
48.7
49.0
2i a1 5v.2 57.8 6 • .9 63.5 61.9 t•3.2 62.7 b?.7 62.4 62.2 62.6 62.9 61.5' 62.5 60.5 61.5 62.6 . 59.7 48.2
2500 49.9 SN.9 6t.1 63.8 64.3 65.1 63.0 62.4 61.9 61.7 6.1.7 61.9 6I.0 62.9 62.5 65.8 69.8 63.7 50.7
315U 52.2. 62,9 67.'4 71;.3 69.5 69 *0 . 67&0 64.7 63.2 62.5 '62:0 bl.5 61.11 E1.2 60.5 63.1 '65.0 60.5 47.7
4000 49.9 64.7 66.1 75.2 69.0 67.6 66.4 65.5 63.2 11.4 61.4 62.7 61.3 60.6 58.9 60.7 62.6 57.0 43.5
bb00 .47.0 99.0 63.2 67.6 66.9 67.1 66.0 h3.4 62.0 62.1 62.4 63.5 62.0 61.2 61.2 61.8 63.8 _57.1 4i.e
G300 42.1 56.4 61.6 64.7 64.7 44.8 64.3 61.9 61.8 62.7 63.8 65.6 64.2 63.2 61.7 58.5 57.n 50.6 34.8
8r.u1j 3t-.l 54.6 59.4 •62.7 63.1 63.2 63.3 63.5 66.7 61.3 67.4 69.4 6B.0 68.6 63.2 57.6 53.4 45.5 25.7
luGdu 23:.8 46.2 54.3 59.7 61.7 62.6 65.5 68.2 71.7 7I.ri 72.2 74.3 71.5 73.2 65.3 59.7 52.5 41.9 17.3
CASF'.	 _ 64.4 75.0 76.3 61.6 79.7_ B1.3 79.9 82.4 80.5 82.4 80.4 82.8 80.1 82.5 79.0 80.1 7R.8 77.0 66.4
PNLT 7649 U8.7 92.1 .9n.2 94.9 .95.6 94.4 93.3' 92.1 92.3 92.2 93.8 91.7 93.7 90.2 91.4 42.9 811.1 75.3
PNL 74.9 86.2 89.3 95.6 92.2 93.0 91.6 91.8 90.0 90.0 90.1 92.0 84.4 91.4 08.0 89.9 9{, .9 86.6 74.0
0BA 62.0 72.C, 79.5 P6.2 70.4 78.6 77.4 77.5 76.5 77.1 76.5 , ?B.P 75. .9 .77.6 74.1 75.3 76.5 73.2 61.5
BAND 16 16 . 16 16 16 16 16 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 18 2 2
TCIJAR 2.0 2.5_ 2.0 2.6 2.7. „2.5_• , 2.4 1.5 _	 2.1 1.6 2.1 • .1.7 2.3 1.7 2+1 1.6 2.0 1.5 1.4
PNLT ( INTEGRATED} = 105.61
Ot	 1LE1P.ER u , l[; -	 _ t^'L^ E INLET 7kHP	 = ?9.UG F
HUMIPII'I' - 7G.0 PER CT. GAhH. FRFSEUPE	 = 15.75 IN. HG.
WIND MU11014
	 =	 S
CANUTION - 3268 4aAlL"vLL(3rTIy	 3 Ap" j
STA t11) kLt 11AY In IYTAVF FAN11 MCDEL	 HrISF	 nATA	 I5[._.'F7	 14;ral F:n	 r-btG	 BFI	 GEf11 Lr	 2 7E,	 n
-PARE
CE-NTCF FPFn HICUIPHUN1 ANCLE5 IN CHGREFS
-MVV.:...._C. 111 2. ±t - - '..r 50	
_
t.O 7.,	 F C.	 15 1, 	tin	 t 6	 t :..	 134 	 _1	 1 sn _-	 I m. I U
.C ,: tf.Q 1;:, EE-.4 0-,.2 t.6.I [-3.E t4.0 62.2	 64.6	 62.4	 t.4.b	 4 . 3.2	 V4.7	 62.7	 t6.2	 63.9	 6t.2	 69.2	 '1a-0 365.5
1^f, f4.i. 6714 t'.	 7 t7 al t-4 IR,	 u 1',.7	 r	 4	 5-6	 64-:	 b l,_'I	 'r.a _^_-- r„.7	 ^	 at^^r	 a7-i	 7j1, 7	 'rt	 - tE	 9
E?. C. 0-.4 tC .4 16.: 61.1 tS.., [f.9 GA.2	 66.6	 64.4	 66.6	 65.2	 66.7	 6,4.7	 1 . 8.2	 t.5.0	 6U.2-	 71.2	 72.0 6.7.5
E8.'. tt.f t4r4 67.: 64.1 t6.11. 67.9 65.2	 67.6	 E5.4	 E7.6	 e6.2	 67.7	 E5.7	 69.2	 66.9	 64.2	 72.2	 73.0 631.5
11 2E 6! t .f1 t7. ° 7^ . 4 e4.; 7..1 67,1- t 	 .n	 E[..y	 el_.
.7tc 7^... tk." 71. s. uc .` 71.1 6S.L• I`1.i; [7.2	 69.4	 67.4	 69.t.	 t,1.	 69.7	 07.7	 73.2	 is	 .5	 71.2	 7`..2	 7S.0 7...5
"CO. 7i.0 6 4 .5 70.4 7v.i 70.1 t 4'.& 7;.`+ 61.2	 7t,.t	 tfi...4	 70.6	 6-`..1	 7.:.7	 'tU.7	 75:.2	 69.9	 72.2	 75.2°.	 7t.0 71.5.
0 7,7 Ter. t r '1 .4 71.,E 7^6.1 7C.1 _ 71.9 6 c: P	 7 1 	 2	 11_7	 1.4-7_j3 .7 	 7.i n	 x y7 	 7j1 7	 77 _V 77_4
?15 -0.ir 71.5 74.4 7:.2 7:.1 71.E 7: .9 76.2	 72.6	 7L.4	 74'.6	 71.2	 72.7	 70.7	 7•..2	 7I.9	 74.1;	 77..21	 711.6 73.5
.4'1) 70.0 77.: 7G.4 73.2 7:.1 7:.6 73.9 71.2	 73.6	 71.4. 73.6	 7:.2	 7z.7	 71.7	 75.2	 72.v	 75.2	 7E.2	 74.0 74.5!7c V. 1 T'.1 7r., 7 z	_ 71	 - 73. tj 7` _2j 1	 7k=7	 (is `	't:^, 7^.^ Ztefi_	 %s k7 _1t.J^^ya.l-LLe:1-7 r1.i^u.1	 7?.lt
.E3L 77. 1 71 .r. 7t.4 76.;::- 77.4 75.6. 11.3 73.1	 74.2
	
72.2	 13.1	 71.9	 73.4	 7212	 7+..h	 72.6	 71.3	 7b..3	 iS.1 75 n 2
.1fi[. C i.4 t.^: l^.F. i:`.: EC.L 611E 82.1 1'0,5	 77.1	 7E:.b	 7f•.5	 7 2..7	 74.9	 74.3	 75.1	 73.6	 75.4	 Ve.I	 79.b 71..1
1 006 7! ',7. y .1 7:.•i 77.' 77.: it• .1 __ 7-. . 3 13. Cs -33 .5 ^2.1	 %.1-_li►2_73 . G-d<.2_Z3.E^ .7:43^ 7°,. s	 Sa[V _i9 .s_ 3L^1
3..'f 7i .- 7i .E 7 r• .Y. 7d .lo 7610 76.7 ?1.3 73,2	 77.4	 71.31	 71.7	 71.9	 72.,	 72.6	 74.1	 72.9	 L0.(j	 @6.5	 lir.4 79.6	 r	 -
1.6C 62.? Fi.7 A4.4 h».6 114.8 87.2 C...5 70,5	 74. tf	 73.3	 7:.7	 72.4	 7i.2	 72.0	 72.7	 73.2	 77n6. 62.2	 3i2.6 7U.2
2..'C £1.7 1.' . 1 f?:9 !• R:.? L2 74.5 77,476 * _ i,	 7a,t j	 .-3 . 9 7.i.1._-7'.7	 72 .7-7i.:7ia1^_TSwfl_ Luwl
«. r• ^ FI.L c1.4 C•	 .-# ! l.c . F,'.4 1,.3 7 1-.2 77.:	 74.17..^.6	 72.8	 71.3	 7 .4.7	 73.6	 75.3	 74.6	 77.2	 £2.2	 6:..5 76.23.1.'. 3• ..? tC :.I.7 1,1.: 1:1.1 70.9 77.6 y r,.I	 7?.."	 72.`)	 74.,i	 7f.'r	 77.4	 7a .!r:	 75.9	 75.9	 72.9	 76.7	 75.9 75.2.
4 .. 0 ;...5 . !'a,.`1 V. .1 . 1 Lt ;..[ __7t • , 9 77,: _7Eii._7
-*, , -	 LPL.^^!+.,1^L:.z-Lli2._ltaafi^Zl:wf^Z5 .3Y7^- t 	 7s_r3^3:..^[..'G 71'.E. 76.4 7 1•.4 - -I li . 72.1 71.1 79. t•	 1.1.0	 ES.1
	
V4.6	 tit .1	 1-0.6	 3't..3	 bb.7	 02.7	 St..O	 77.4	 75.1 71.0
6.30 , U-7 7t• .^ 77.3 76.1 76.6 75.8 73.5 72.5	 74.E	 7 12.8	 71•.5	 77.1	 76.6	 76.6	 76.4	 76.7	 7.1.5	 70.5	 Db.4 65.5
E.•,C• 7 2. -1 75._ 7 1 .6 7?.:' 74.1 _	 71. 5 'I]" 1
	 7 L2i-	 7L*---j:,&7 ..1.1 n 't-7:te4^h&7-	 .cL71.2-L3a2^12aA.	 11+.116..1. 7f.c" 24.;. 79,1 7-t.P a"'i.e i4.k 2 2. . CO ;4.L: 75.4 	 75.6	 76.1	 71.2	 75.4	 25.5	 76.9	 75.7	 2b.2	 24.0	 25.9 25.5
LISA 1-I." r 	 .y ' c 0 '12, f: `14.3: 1161.0. E4•S F t rs 312,2-L$a'1__.3:aax	 (zYw`t^..21. B --f C),.S	 1 .711 .1	Afia7g7 - 7 	41.7 92.&
^'NLT IG^.7 ICt.:	 101..2 107.2	 ld^.: 1w5.E.1L4.s 1e.3.E.	 104.6 1c6.5	 106.ti1	 lii7.0	 iu6.8 Ioc0.6,1u9.3 lu4.4 	 10-#.1	 10C.2	 165.5 101.3
PNL IE-4.7 163or 1:11.7 1u+.0 1 .1.5 lk2.f 1CI. tt l.+l.l 1?2.1	 1:.3.4 1013.5 1,4.4	 166.G 1x4.2 106.6 302.8 1L1.7 104.0 102.8 48.8
C'PA ;•I.4 4 1.7 °?. l 2:- -1 94.0 41.C. 1'`• .4 t'f.3	 [7i3^ ,r5^(I.ctt .._. ^4.>--91.A	 6E	 -f	 I., t.	IIL-1_11 h - 7 	 4 L 4	 `H1 .4 	86.9
EANC 14 :1 1? 1: 13 13 13 18	 11	 21	 21	 21	 21	 21	 21	 21	 23	 23	 22 22
M- P 1^'' r., <.6 i.7 .J i.4	 2., t.	 ?.1	 T.5	 2S	 ? 7	 t	 7	 't-f,
PAVI ' 1!E' I ArPL	 = 1w.:', LVA 1!V F TF	 SA L
PAX 1 F:Cir1 PNL7
	 - 110.1 9 CCU};PL S 77 L -	 PUL	 =	 169.51
HAXII -V O FNL. iLT.` KL7	 C1NTEGPA7ED1	 = 119.58
NAXit111N	 US1.	 r G4.7 t.
THr FtILLDWIP ! P_ fliti'Il	 Vt, t1t•F	 I-Mi tl'IM 7C TtrE	 DAIPL	 F A_f1'
fiA.0 1D	 Lf..rJ71 ^1tic br? tME	 tit	 b TNC1 C	 OfS CL •f,P li,IP HUM	 ITI	 T1Hr h4RH	 WD WV	 RUN
6 6'1 . 2	 '•_.^	 11S. LI7f -.0 7. •. 741 X3tH ` •.•	 32VE ::'ti 54.0 71 ' .0 Z9.0 2t,22 2, . 75 S	 3 60 .1 F Hb5a6 NASA 02S FULL 'fkl wni INLET N
O-H&LL...._ t Se.iZ;3
Figure 15 Sample of Q2S Fan Data Scaled to STF 433 Fan Size
Ct+NrwTI[.N m 3:t8
	 ALTITInE	 15it. Fl SIDELINE
USPL	 740	 ':. t tj P_ . • + + ,,..I rn., +..+.2' 17.5 e7.7 Fb.5 6C.b F9.2 90.7 60.5 40.3 b5.7 H4.6 65.6 61.E 71.0
PULT	 F7.. c7,1 It C,.7 1G! .(. 10:.:. iL3.i. 11 7.9 11.4.5 lOt.5 105.9 106.6 lilt,.% lii5.7 1Cj7.9 101.6 99.7 94.6 95.1 133.0
PN L 	 Fl. .4	 c, .. t-	 ..7.a, 1.•,	 I - u.t 1.3.4 1: 1 .4 1._1. C• 1_3 a.^i_ L3.4 1-44.1 1:.4.c 1f-w.2 1r.5.2 Ir 	 4.r.1	 7_'1 02-f.
IMA
	
76.0• f2.6 I,t.l 4:.b c . +a L6.] f7.5 1'7.2 80.5 6P.3 69.1 1)0.8 bE.7 90.2 b5.4 84..a 94.4 60.9 69.9
_11AI1C
	
'a	 ?	 3	 2	 21
TCVF	 2.0	 2.8	 :.[	 2.7	 2..t.	 2.4	 2.G	 3.1	 2.5	 2.5	 2.7
	
2.5
	 2.7	 1.7	 2.-'',	 2.2	 2.7	 2.1
CrNP17IPN Z 3:'f.0 At11711PF x	 1'r1G.	 FT 5DELINF
ISPL 70.i 7c•.7 L7.1 L7.4 1!,.(• f.°•.5 G5.7 G4. y 6fi.E	 U.7 86.2 E7.1t 85.6 87.4 82.7 83.8 83.1 79.0 G6.1PNL T P2.F c .n n7.8 10. 104), 1. 1••i:.r_l.I.f. - 1t 7,f^1^. e I "?.2Ju t- _ 1,,?.p LQA--q cd R 4e• ..7_4i.7 a?.r. 71- - F
ML I I.R 91.4 4!,. , l:a.L 97. 1- . 97.7 47.6 99.0 1G0.!- 100.5 Ibl.2 102.5 IOC.3 10:.2 W.1 44.3 9h.5 49.h 77.4
08A 7u.7 7G. C• E2.1 670 ba.i LS.fr b4.7 64.4 E:..6	 05.4 F6.2 0.9 8a.8 67.2 82.4 81.2 62.7 78.6 6b.8
FA!(I 1_, 13 13 1 3 13 13 13 71 21	 21 .1 21 21 21 21 23 73 222 22
TCrP 2.0 w.5 L.tr 2.6 1.7 .'.5 ?.4 2.6 3.1	 2.5 2.6 2.8 2.5 2.7 1.7 2. 03 2.3 2.6 1.4
L ING1 N = aL6 fi ALT111IFS -	 3
i 1'SPL t'.5 77.1 76.7 I+ I.? 79.6. 7u . t . 7P.7 711.8 79.?	 79.3 79, .? 75„7 7^ 4-}'.	 ; -PN'LT 75.7 tt,.4 41.0 x•6. 4 04.L 44.:' 42.5 q5.I 97.1	 96.4 97.1 qe.7 9n.1 9b.1 91. 9 69.8 09. 84.0 70.7.
PNL 73.3 0 6C.7 cn,.: 0 1.2 +11.4 ql.l 42.: 93.b	 9:.8 54.4 tf!..'+ 93.6 95.4 50.1 87.4 C 7.F 62.4 69.hEt,, LBA f3..1 12.L• 7E.4 81.7 7 Es. L 79.5 78.6__7[.1- _ 7 ti.0-__7C„fi 7 ?^.S -hl,i X4. 3 AA -'A 74_7 _a .6
EA ►ICl 13 13 I3 13 13 13 23. 71 71	 21 21 21 21 21 21 23 }b .'2 21^	 ? TLf'8 7.;+ 2 4r
- '•7 - - 7'7-__?- • - 5 _&4 ZAi s 1.?	 -(_P . 2.6 1.8 2.
iV1 tf '
CGIMITIM = 326E ALTITIIFF = 1000. F1 SIGFLINE
t DSPL 50.1 t1.? E!!..4 70.2 6v.,z 69.5 bP._ 66.z 67.6	 6C.0 67.6 Et..9 66.9 66.5 64 n 6 65.2 660 62.1 49.5PNLT FE.2 7.`..:r 77.9 W.- b7.3 C2.4 Ll. + r ft2.L F4.2	 83.5 84.0 ti5.6 83.0 84.6 78.1 77.0 77.G 7b.4 53.3
PNL_ F 6.2 t9.0 75.1 f...: 79. t, 74.d 70,1 79.4 (W .7 F1CL - 7 F1 .1	 1- 2.6 GG, 7 rtl - :zh F
rin A 48.,. 6.,.1 65.G iu.''. 6G.7 6E.5, 67.8 t,6.L 66.6	 66.b 66.8 t+fi.I 66.1 67.1 63.3 63.6 t5p} 54.6 45.5
AANC• ... 13 1 = 13 13 13 13 13 21_ ---?1	 a]. 71 ?1 21 21_21 2ir1 F 21 24-
TCOR 3'.m 2.5 Z.F -2.7 [.7 2.^ 2.4 %.9 3.5	 2.6 2.9 3.1 2.8 30 2.1 2.3 2.0 1.5 0.0
Figure 15 (Cont'd)
0
TREATED
BASELINE CONFIGURATION: I-IARDWALL ENGINE INLET COWLINGS TREATED INTERSTAGE,
i
	 HARDWALL EXIT DUCTS.
TREATED
b
a) APPROACH
INLET POSITION	
Y TREATED	 TREATED
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Figure 23 Baseline Q2S Fan Spectra and Directivity - 94.5 Percent of Design Speed,
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Figure 24 Baseline Q2S Fan Spectra and Directivity - 63 Percent of Design Speed,
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Figure 25 Baseline Q2S Fan Spectra and Directivity - 75 Percent of Design Speed,
Corrected Speed 6257 rpm, Nominal Operating Line, 61 Meters [200 Feet]
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Figure 26 Baseline Q2S Fan Spectra and Directivity - 94.5 Percent of Design Speed,
Corrected Speed 7916 rpm, Nominal Operating Line, 61 Meters [200 feet]
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Figure 27 Q2S Fail 60 Degree Inlet Spectrum at 94.5 Percent of Design Speed
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Figure 28 Q2S Fan 60 Degree Inlet Spectivim at 100 Percent of Design Speed
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Figure 34 Baseline and Suppressed Configurations PNLT Directivity, 61 Meters [200 Feet]
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Figure 56 Projected Suppressed STF 433 and Scaled Q2S Fan Baseline Spectra
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Figure 57 1972 Predicted ATT Noise Levels (Ref. 1)
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Figure 58 Q2S Fan and Q2S Fan Scaled to STF 433 Size, Peak Aft PNLT - 112.8 Meters
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